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We study a singularly perturbed boundary value problrm in R”““: i =.f(s. J, E). 
cj= glx, .r, s), B,(s(w,), .tj(uo), E)=O, B,(.~(m,+to), ~(w,+oJ), E) =O. Given a 
candidate for the 0th order approximation which exhibits both boundary layers and 
interior layers, we present a complete procedure to compute higher order expan- 
sions and a procedure to compute the real solution near a truncated asymptotic 
expansion assuming the hyperbolicity of the regular layers and some generic 
assumptions. Similar results concerning the existence of periodic solutions 
(relaxation oscillations) are also presented. Several ideas from dynamical systems 
theory are employed, e.g., exponential dichotomies, Fredholm alternatives, and 
heteroclinic bifurcations. ( 1990 Acadermc Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the singularly perturbed boundary value problem 
U,6fdU,+U (1.1) 
where J g, B,, and B2 are vector-valued nonlinear functions. We assume 
that a candidate for the 0th order asymptotic approximation of (1.1) is 
given which admits boundary layers near t = q, and q, + o, and several 
interior layers connecting the regular layers. Our main assumption is the 
absence of any turning point in the regular layers, i.e., the matrix g,.(x, ~1, 0) 
is hyperbolic along the 0th order regular approximations. (This is not a 
generic assumption. However, functions g(x, y, E) that satisfy the assump- 
tion form an open set in a suitable Banach space.) We prove that the 
candidate for the 0th order approximation is a genuine one, i.e., there exists 
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a real solution of problem (1.1) nearby, provided some additional generic 
assumptions about system (1.1) are valid. We also provide procedures to 
compute the higher order approximations and procedures to compute the 
exact solution for a fixed E. 
Our treatment uses methods of dynamical systems theory. The idea of 
applying dynamical systems methods to singular perturbation problems 
can be traced back several decades. Among many contributions we 
mention the work of Vasil’eva [29], Hoppensteadt [ 171, Fife [8,9], 
Fenichel [7], and Hale and Sakamoto [ 143. However, it is recent develop- 
ments in dynamical systems theory that make possible a systematic treat- 
ment of this subject. Among these developments is the theory of homoclinic 
and heteroclinic bifurcation, which aims at understanding and predicting 
the complicated behavior near a transverse homoclinic orbit. This theory 
proves to be a powerful tool for studying singular perturbation problems, 
because of the observation that transition layers are in fact heteroclinic 
orbits connecting the regular layers. The usual approach to homoclinic 
bifurcation is Melnikov’s method; see Holmes and Marsden [ 161. We shall 
use instead a version due to Chow, Hale, and Mallet-Paret [3] and 
Palmer [23] that uses exponential dichotomies, Lyapunov-Schmidt 
reduction, and the Fredholm alternative. To solve successively the linear 
recursive equations that determine the higher order approximations, we 
shall again make use the exponential dichotomies and the Fredholm alter- 
native. Another area of dynamical systems that we shall use is the theory 
of the center manifold and its stable and unstable fibers (Fenichel [7]), 
which furnishes the best geometric insights into the occurrence of interior 
and boundary layers. 
Our approach begins with the following observation. Consider a trunca- 
tion of the asymptotic expansion of the solution to a certain order 
We expect it to be piecewise continuous and allow jumps between outer 
and inner approximations. Moreover, i.e., due to the truncation, Eq. (1.1) 
and its boundary condition will not be satisfied exactly, and some residual 
error is expacted. A function (x(t, E), y(t, E)) is said to be a formal 
approximation or a pseudo-solution of the boundary value problem (1.1) 
if it is piecewise continuous, and if the jump error, residual error, and 
boundary error are small. According to the shadowing lemma in the 
dynamical system theory, if the linearization around (~(t, E), y(t, E)) has an 
exponential dichotomy, then (x(t, E), ~(t, E)) is a genuine approximation, 
i.e., there is an exact solution nearby. The above program has been carried 
out in Lin [19], where a nonautonomous problem similar to (l.l), but 
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with the variable x absent, was studied. It was shown that the heteroclinic 
solution became transverse, with the angle of stable and unstable spaces 
being O(E), after adding higher order expansions, while for E = 0 the angle 
was 0. The idea was in fact Malnikov’s idea in disguise. Also the conditions 
to ensure transversality of the heteroclinic solution were exactly those that 
enabled us to compute the higher order expansions. 
The current work is a genuine generalization in the sense that by setting 
i = 1, the problem in Lin [ 191 may be written in the form (1.1). Moreover, 
we now have an m-dimensional center manifold corresponding to the x 
variable and the linearization ceases to have an exponential dichotomy. 
Therefore, the concept of exponential trichotomy is introduced. The 
linearization in this paper is made around the 0th order approximation so 
that in the iteration process an s-independent linear operator is obtained. 
In the previous work (Lin [ 19]), the linearization was around the pth 
order truncation, and thus s-dependent. The advantage of such a change in 
numerical implementation is clear. 
Another outstanding problem for system (1.1) is how to “project” the 
boundary conditions to the regular layers, which satisfy an m-dimensional 
system of equations 
(1.2) 
Not all the boundary conditions can be satisfied by the regular layers. The 
“cancellation law,” which determines the induced boundary conditions 
for system (1.2), has been studied by many authors ; see Wasow [30], 
Harris [15], O’Malley [22], and Flaherty and O’Malley [lo]. Ours is a 
geometric condition which requires that the center stable manifold of the 
first regular layer intersect transversely the initial manifold, determined by 
the zero set of B,(x, J, 0) = 0, etc. Many authors have required that the size 
of the boundary layers be small, or that the function g be linear in the 
second variable J’. It can be verified that our geometrical condition in these 
cases can be simplified greatly and leads directly to the previous results, 
e.g., TupEiev [28] or Harris [ 1 S]. 
Systems like (1.1) arise in various fields : morphogenetic and population 
dynamics, ecology, physiology, and chemistry. Fife [9] studied the system 
of second order equations 
E2ii =f(u, II), 
ij = g(u, u), O<fdl 
u(i) = cti, zl(i)=fii, i=O, 1. 
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He showed the existence of boundary and interior layers under some 
general assumptions. His result was improved by Ito [20]. Later we shall 
give a simple generalization and show how his assumption implies ours. 
Mimura, Tabata, and Hosono [21] studied a similar problem but with 
Neumann boundary condition. In both of the two examples the number of 
transition layers for a given system can range from a positive integer to 
infinity. See Sakamoto [26] also. 
Closely related to system ( 1.1) is the problem of the existence of periodic 
solutions of a singularly perturbed system. Supposing that the 0th order 
outer layers and inner layers form a closed cycle, we ask if the system of 
differential equations with a small nonzero E possesses a periodic solution 
near the closed cycle. Such periodic solutions, which appear in many 
applied fields, are usually called relaxation oscillations (Grasman [ 121). 
Our treatment of the problem of existence of periodic solutions is 
analogous to that of the boundary value problem (l.l), and thus the 
general results will be stated without proof. As an application we consider 
traveling wave solutions of the FitzHugh-Nagamo equation, which satisfy 
a singularly perturbed system in R’: 
cl’ = l’, 
1” = er - f( u ) + w, 
11.’ = Ee ’ (u - )‘“‘). 
We give a short proof of the existence of periodic traveling wave solutions 
for a typical cubic-type nonlinear functions f(u). Other types of traveling 
wave solutions of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation are also solutions of 
suitable boundary value problems, and can be treated by the methods of 
this paper. The relaxation oscillation in van der Pal’s equation, however, 
does not satisfy the hyperbolicity conditions posed in this paper because of 
the existence of turning points on the slow manifold. We shall discuss 
turning points in a separate paper. 
Our main results and hypotheses are stated in Section 2, which also 
includes the example adapted from Fife [9]. The Analytic hypotheses are 
rather complicated. However, the geometric idea behind them is natural 
and simple and therefore is also presented in Section 2. Basic definitions 
and lemmas concerning the linear variational equation of the nonlinear 
problem are given in Section 3. The solution of the linear boundary value 
problem in Section 4 admits several specified jump discontinuities and 
reminds us of the shadowing lemma in the dynamical system theory. We 
shall use Theorem 4.9 in Section 6, however, we first prove Theorem 4.1 in 
which the boundary value problem is stated in a more symmetric way 
which allows a shorter proof. In Section 5 we give a complete procedure for 
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the construction of inner and outer expansions. The major tool in solving 
the linear recursive equations is developed by many authors, e.g., 
Palmer [23] in the study of the bifurcation of homoclinic orbits. We show 
that no matching in the ~1 direction is needed while matching in the x 
direction is required and has to be compatible with the reduced boundary 
conditions in the slow manifold. The proof of the validity of the formal 
expansions obtained in Section 5 is given in Section 6, which is in fact a 
straightforward application of Theorem 4.9. We point out that a lot of dif- 
ficulty comes from the fact that system (1.1) is autonomous. Perturbation 
of the length of time intervals occurs in Sections 4, 5, and 6, which makes 
the presentation rather awkward. Franke and Selgrade [ 1 I ] have proved a 
shadowing lemma for autonomous systems where very complicated 
resealing of time also occurred. Singularly perturbed periodic solutions are 
discussed in Section 7. 
Since problem ( 1.1) is autonomous, solutions or formal approximations 
of solutions are invariant under a shift of time, i.e., if u(r). GI d t d /I is 
a solution, so is O(I) = z4(f + A), IX - A < t ,< b - A. The idea of allowing 
different shifts of time in different layers is very useful and it leads to the 
detining of local time in each layer, which resemble local coordinate charts 
in the theory of differentiable manifolds. We use Z,(r)= (X,(r), Y,(f)), 
tE[ai,hj], l<i<Z (or ZJsr), TE[E~,/~;]. %,=a,/&, and fii=bj/s), to 
describe a regular layer. We use Zi(T) = (S;(T), Ji(T)), TER, 1 <i<I- I, to 
describe an interior layer between Z;(t) and Z,, ,(t). The change of local 
time follows the following rule: T = 0 E R in z;(r) corresponds to f = bi in 
Zi(f), i.e., f=h;-&~, and f=a;+, in Z,+,(f), i.e., f=ai+,+m Boundary 
layers are described by local time T E R + in ~(~(5) and r E R - in Z,(T), with 
T = 0 in ~~(5) identified with f = a, in Z,(f) and r =0 in I,(T) identified with 
t = h, in Z,(r). The advantage of introducing the local time becomes 
obvious when expanding a,, b,, c(;, and 8, in power series of E. The use 
of local time allows us to compute each expansion ai + XT=, &j~;(a) 
(or b, +x,5=, A;(b)) separately without interacting with the others. 
Throughout this paper we use the index a (or 6) to indicate a constant or 
a function associated with the left (or right) end point of an interval. 
Let {u,(t), r~ [ai, b,] ):=, be a sequence of piecewise smooth solutions 
of an autonomous ordinary differential equation. If ui(b,) = II,+ ,(a;+ ,) and 
the trajectories are oriented such that the one of U, + ,( t)‘s follows from that 
of zz,(r)‘s. We define a “global solution” U(t)=//;=, (u,(t), tE [a,, bi]) by 
pasting the local solutions together, where V is called the pasting operator 
and zz( f ), r E [o,, o0 + w], is defined as follows : 
(i ) (c)o E R is an arbitrary constant, 01 = xr=, (6, - ai ). 
(ii) zr(t)=z4~,(z--w,-~~~,’ (bi-a;)+a,) if C’i/ (b,-ai)<f-co,< 
C:= , (6, -a,). 
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Similarly if {ui( t), t E [ai, bi] >;= L is a sequence of formal approxima- 
tions of solutions of an autonomous ODE, we can still define a global 
formal approximation u(t) = Vi= ,(ui(t), TV [ai, bi]} as shows in (i) and 
(ii). Here we do not require ui(b,) = ui+ ((ai+ , ), thus u(t) may have jumps, 
which presumably are small. 
Two functions tci(r), t EJ~, i = 1, 2, are said to be orbitally close if 
the graphs of those functions are close to each other. Define the orbital 
distance as 
where 
dist(u,, uz)=sup{6(u,,u,),S(u,,u,)), 
&u,, 4) = sup { inf (lu,(t,) -uAt,)l + It, - t,l)}. 
l,EJ, Qt./> 
Define a subset E,(y, I) of continuous functions on J as 
E,(~,I)=IX(.)Isup(l?c(r)le”“‘(l+ItJ’)~’)<oo), 
IEJ 
which is a Banach space with the norm 
II.~Il,,,.,,=sup(lx(r)( e”“(1 + Irl’)-‘), 
IEJ 
where 7 is a real constant and I > 0 an integer. Let 
E$, I)= {x(t) 1 x(r), x’(t), . ..( X’yt)EEJ(y, f)}, 
which is a Banach space with 
Il4l $(:,r) = c II-m E,(?./)’ 
,=o 
We use “.” to denote dldt and “I” to denote d/dt, where t = t/e is a fast 
variable. The range and kernel of linear operators are denoted by 3? 
and X. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS, MAIN RESULTS, AND AN EXAMPLE 
We study the singularly perturbed boundary value problem 
.t = f(X, 2’, E), 
Ej = g(x, y, E), 
B,(-doo), Y(Oo), E) = 0, 
BZ(X(OO + WI, J’(0, + w), E) = 0, 
o,<t<o,+w (2.1) 
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.Y E R”, m 2 1 and y E R”, n 2 1. f, g, B,, and B2 are C” with all the 
derivatives being bounded. B, : R” x R” x R -+ R”’ and B2 : R” x R” x R --t 
RdZ with d,+d2=m+ti+1. E>O is small. w>O is a parameter to be 
determined by the problem. w0 E R is an arbitrary constant, irrelevant to 
the problem in fact. 
Assume that the 0th order slow manifold (or regular, or outer, or center 
manifold) has several branches 
y;= ((A-, y)Iy=G’(s), G’EC”(R”‘, It”‘)), 1 <i<I, 
where Y: consists of the zeros of g(.u, .1; 0) = 0. Let (X;(t), Y:(r)), 
t E [ai, bi], be a solution of the 0th order outer equation 
.t = .f( -y, J’, 0 1, 
0 = g(.r, .I’, O), 
(2.2) 
which lies on x, 1 < i 6 I. We do not assume that ai+, = bi, however, we 
assume that X~(bi)=X~+‘(ai+,), 1 <idI- 1. Let (xb, J,;(S)), O<i<l, be 
a solution of the 0th order inner equation 
X’(T) = 0, 
(2.3) 
J”(T)= &x(T), J’(T), 0)~ 
where $, is a constant with .x1 = &(!I,) for 1 d i< I and .I$ = Xd(ai). y;(r) 
is defined for TER if l<i<l-1, TER’ if i=O, and TER- if i=Z. 
y;(T) + Y$b;) as T + -co, 1 ,< i6 1, and V;(T) --f YA+‘(a,+ ,) as T + +a, 
0 < i < I- 1. Moreover, the 0th order boundary conditions are satisfied, 
i.e., 
(2.4) 
We assume the normal hyperbolicity on 8 near the orbit of 
(-~gw, q)(t)): 
o(g,.U’i(r), Y~(r),O))nIIRe~l6cc,}=~, for all f E [tr,. hi]. (Hi) 
The dimension of the stable and unstable spaces of gJ gre denoted by dp 
and df =n - d-. Assume that d-, d+, and ~1~ > 0 do not depend on 
l<i<Z. 
We need to consider the linear homogeneous equation 
J”(T) - g,.(.& J’;(T), 0) J’(T) = 0, (2.5 1 
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and the adjoint equation 
J”(T)+ g,*(X;. J’;(T), 0) I’(T)=O. (2.6) 
Assumption (H,) and the fact (.vb, y;(r))-$+, as T + +o; imply that 
(2.5 ) has an exponential dichotomy for T E R +, 0 Q i Q I- 1, and similarly 
(2.5) has an exponential dichotomy for T E R -, 1 d i < I. (See Lemma 3.4 of 
Palmer [23].) Let the solution map of (2.5) be O'(T, CI) and the projections 
to the stable and unstable spaces be &(T) and &(r) = 1 - o:(r). It should 
be clear that y;(r)' is a nontrivial bounded solution of (2.5). Assume that 
~$5 )‘, T E R, 1 < i 6 I- 1, is unique among such solutions up to a scalar 
factor, then from the general theory of exponential dichotomies and the 
Fredholm alternative. see Palmer [23], there exists a bounded solution 
I,!I~(T), TE R, 1 d i6 I- 1, of (2.6), which is unique up to a scalar factor. 
Moreover rl/,(r j -+ 0 exponentially as r + _+yc. We need the generic 
assumptions 
AiEf x s $7(r). g,(s;, ,v;(T), 0) ds #o, l<i<I-1, W) -z? 
A, .f(XA(b, 17 YX(bi), 0  ZO, 
Ai’f(J’h+‘(U,+,), Y~“(Q,+,),O)#O, (H,) l<i<Z-1. 
Consider the equations 
+ B,,.(.~;, y;(~). 0) j” ii'(0, s) &(s) g,(.u;, y;(s), 0) ds 
1 
I 
~- x 
+ B&), y;(o), 0) &co, .Y = 0. (2.8) 
Equation (2.7) is the equation for the common targent vector (x, .r) 
of XB, and the center stable space of (Xi(a,), XA(a,)); see (3.3). 
Equation (2.8) has a similar meaning. 
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The left-hand side of (2.7) defines a linear operator A’, : (x, @(O) y) E 
R”‘x Z@(O) -+ Rdl. Similarly, the left-hand side of (2.8) defines a linear 
operator $?&: (x, &(O) y) E R”’ x A?&O) + Rdz. We assume that 
8, and & are surjective. 
{span[f(Xd(a, ), Y~(Q, ), O)] @@z(O)) n X% = (O}, 
(span[.f‘( X,‘(b,), Y,‘(h,), 0)] @@i(O) 3 n X3% = (0 ). 
(H,) 
(H,) 
(HA) and (H,) imply that 
m+dp>d,adp+l and m+d+ ad,ad+ + 1. (2.9) 
Conversely, If either one of (2.9) is valid then (H4) and (H,) are generic 
assumptions. 
From (H,), (x, J) E XA#‘, if and only if J = G’(x), where Go is a linear 
map with the domain L,(O) c R” and range c W&‘(O). Similarly, 
(s, J) E X&$ if and only if y = G’+ ‘(x), where G’+ ’ is a linear map with 
the domain R,(I) c R”’ and range c @b(O). Obviously 
dim f.,(O) = nz + dp -d,, 
dim R,(O) = m + d+ - d2, (2.10) 
dim L,(O) + dim R,(O) = m - 1. 
(H,) also implies that 
.fv-;(a, 1, y;@l h O)# L(O), 
fW,‘(W~ Y,‘(h), 0) 4 K(O 
Let S’(t, s) be the solution map for the linear equation 
It is readily verified that %A( t) or f(X,$ t), Y;(f), 0) is a solution of (2.11). 
Let C, and .Zz be two codimension one subspaces of R”. Let 
Cl,, tzlc CQ,, bil (or Ctz, [II E Cai, bil), and z, Of(XA(ft)), YA(f,), 0)~ 
Z,@f(X,$tz), Yi(t,),O)=Rm. We then define Si(f,,t,;Ez,Z,): Z‘,-+X2 
as follows: .x2 = Si(t,, t,; Zz, ZI) x, if there exists CE R such that 
It is obvious that Si(tZ, t,;Z,, Z,) is an isomorphism: 2, +Z* with the 
inverse S’(f,, f,;Z,, .Z?). 
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DEFINITIONS. Let TM,= {x~R”~d~~x=O} for 1 <i<Z-- 1. 
Let TM, be an (m - 1 )-dimensional subspace of R” with L,(O) c TM0 
and TM,@span[f(XA(a, ), YA(a,), 0)] = R”‘. 
Let TM, be an (nz - 1)-dimensional subspace of R” with R,(Z) c TM, 
and TM,Ospan[f(X,‘(b,), Y,‘(b,), 0)] = R”‘. 
Let L,(i)=S’(b,, ai; TM,, TM,+,) L,(i- l), and R,(i- l)=S’(a,, 6,; 
TM,_,, TM,)&(i), 1 <i<Z. 
Observe that we have isomorphisms L,(i) 2: L,( i - 1 ), R,( i - 1) 2: R,(i), 
l<idZ. 
We assume that 
L,(i)OR,(i)= TM,, O<i<Z. We) 
It is clear that dim L,(i) = dim Z.,(O) and dim R,(i- 1) = dim R,(Z) for 
1 < i 6 I. (H6) is a generic assumption due to (2.10). 
We now state our main results in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. To simplify the 
notations, we shall denote Z(t)=(X(t), y(t))~R~+“, z(T)=(x(~), J(Z))E 
m + II R 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that {(X;(t), Y;(t))!=,, TV [ai, bi] is gioen 
which satisfies (2.2) and {(xb, y;(r))>!= 1 is given which satisfies (2.3), and 
(H , )-( H6) are satisfied. Then there exist formal power series : 
(i) E ,‘Ko~‘X,f(t), ~,‘!=,~jY,!(t), l<i<Z, t~[a,-o,b~+6], 6>0, is 
a small constant. 
(ii) ~,?,E’~J(T), C,70~iyj.(~), O<i<Z, which are definedfor PER if 
l<i<Z-l;rE:R+ tf”i=OandrERP ifi=Z. 
(iii) C;F;, &jr;(a), I,?=, &jr;(b), 1 <i< I. 
The functions X,!(t), Y,!(t), x:(t), y:(t) and the constants ~:(a), r:(b) are 
calculated recursively by systems of linear equations and the auxiliary 
constants for the solutions of the linear equations are determined by an 
asymptotic matching principle. Moreover, for any integer p > 0 and 0 < /? < 1, 
the function 
z(t, p)= c{(jgo&‘+), TE [od-l]) 
i=l 
v i &Z,!(t), CE a,+ i &j(a)+t?, bi+ i &j(b)-&’ 
.j == I) J=l J=I 
V i &k)(T), TE [ -&EBmm’, o] 
/=O 
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is a formal approximation of (2.1) with the jump errors as O(&lrfp + I’) and 
boundary errors as O(E ‘P + I’). The residual errors in the slow variable t and 
.fast variable t are listed below: 
Reridual errors in t equalion qf s equation of‘) 
Residual errors in T equations of s equation of J 
outer layers 
inner laJ,ers 
o(&p+z) o(E’+ ‘) 
O(&“P + ’ ) (46 
111 p + I I ) 
General discussions of the asymptotic matching principle may be found 
in various places ; see Eckhaus [S, 61. We give a precise description for our 
purpose. Let the inner expansions at the two end points of the outer 
approximation be 
f Eizj(T, a, i) 2‘ f E./Z; ai + f E’T:(a) + ET , 
;=o . j  = 0 ( k=l > 
% 
,zo Eiz-j(T, b, i) ‘Zf i E~Z: (6, + f Ekz;(b) + CT), 
. j  =- 0 k=l 
where Z;= CXj, Y,f), q(~, a, i) = (x~(T, a, i), I;(T, a, i)), etc. 
(2.12) 
Asymptotic Matching Principle. 
zj(T, a, i)-zip’(r)EE,+(y, j), j>O, 
zj(r, 6, i)-zj(r)EER-(y, j), ja0, 
(2.13) 
where 0 < 1’ < a0 is a constant. 
Define the composite expansion z,,,,(t, p) in two steps. First for 
t E [a, + xy=, &f(a), hi + C/=, &r~(b)], define 
-comp,i(tr p)= i &iZJ(t)+ i &km’ 7 
j=O j=O 
i E”-‘r;(a) 
k=l > 
t-b- P 
2 
& -kc, 
&k ‘s;(b) 
3 p 
-k?, 
.ck-- ‘s:(a), a, i 
E 
- i ‘J’j(9-k$, Ekmm’Ti(b), b, i). 
/=o 
(2.14) 
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Next, define 
(t, p), tE [ a;+ f: &'Tj(Q),b,+ f &j,;.(b) 
,=I ,= I 11 
(2.15) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let z(t, p) = (x(t, p), y(t, p)), t E [w,, w0 + W], be the 
formal approximation as in Theorem 2.1, corresponding to some ji >, 1. Then 
there is .Q > 0 such that for 0 <E <Ed, there e.uists a unique exact solution 
zexact( I), t E [co,, co,, + o,,,,~], of the boundary value problem (2.1) with 
diskact (t), z(t, p)) = O(E), and (0 - w,,,,,( = O(E). The composite exprm- 
sion z comp(t, P) defined in (2.14) and (2.15) is untformly valid in 
t E [o,, o+, + 01. Moreover we have the following estimates for all p b 0: 
distkKact (t), z(t, p)) = O(&fi’P-t ‘I), (2.16) 
dist(=,,,,,(t), =comp(tr P))= O(E~+‘), (2.17) 
10 - w,,,,t) = 0(&p+ ’ ). (2.18) 
It is useful to present a set of geometrical conditions which is parallel to 
the analytical hypotheses made in this section. Such geometrical conditions 
also help to explain how the 0th order approximations (X;(t), Y;(t)) and 
(x;(r), y;(t)) may be obtained. 
Each (x, .v) E z, 1 < id Z, is an equilibrium point for Eq. (2.3). 
Hypothesis (H ,) implies that Y: is normally hyperbolic near the orbit of 
(Xi(t), Y;(t)). There exist two families of invariant manifolds, namely 
stable fibers W”(x, G’(x)) and unstable fibers W”(x, G’(X)) passing through 
each (x, G’(x))E~. The orbit of (x;(r), y;(t)), 0~ i< I- 1, lies on 
W*(x, G” ‘(.t-)) and the orbit of (X;(T), ,v~(T)), 1 <i< Z, lies on 
K~“(x, G’(x)), for X= &+‘(a,+ ,) and .Y = Xh(b,), respectively. Consider 
,~b=X6(b;)=X~+‘(ai+,), 1 <idI- 1, as parameter in the equation 
J” = g(x6, y, 0). (2.19) 
One must find $, such that (2.19) has a heteroclinic solution connecting 
(-lcb, G’(xb)) and (xb, G’+‘(xb)). Here we have a standard heteroclinic per- 
turbation problem. Our hypotheses imply that the set M; gf (xi (there is a 
heteroclinic orbit for (2.19)) . is not empty. Moreover by (H,), Mi is an 
(m - 1)-dimensional submanifold in R”‘. and di is the normal of Mj, 
1 d i<Z- 1. See Hale and Lin [13] for a proof. (H,) implies that each M, 
is a local section for the induced slow flows on R”. See Fig. 1. 
The flow on the slow manifold Y: is completely determined by its projec- 
tion on R”, which satisfies the equation 
%t, =f(X(t), G’(Xtt)L 0). (2.20) 
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Si+l 
722t’(t) 
FIGURE I 
Therefore the reduced equation (2.20) is discontinuous when crossing a 
section Mi, 1 < i ,< I- 1. However, the trajectory 
is continuous due to the fact X;(h,) = Xh+ ‘(a,, 0. 
Boundary conditions at the two end points Xd(a,) and X,‘(b,) have to be 
specified in order to determine the 0th order approximation. Define 
Yo= {(x, y)IB,(x, ,v,O)=O), 
9;+1= ((x, ,v’l&(x, y,O)=O), 
9; =9&n u W”(.Y, G’(s)))) , 
i ream I 
(2.21) 
?*I = L$+, n u W”(x, G’(x)) . 
{ i 
(2.22) 
ThRm 
Both 9’; and Y;+, are nonempty, for by our assumptions (xi, y:(O)) E 9; 
and (x;, ~;(0))~9’4P;+, . (H4) is equivalent to: 
505.84 2-9 
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C&J’: The nonlinear mappings B, and B, are (locally) surjective. y0 
and YLl are two (local) smooth submanifold in R”‘“. The intersections 
in (2.21) and (2.22) are transverse (locally). 
(H,) is equivalent to (H,)’ and (H,)” 
(Hs)‘: 
TW”(s;, G’(.K;)) n TYo = (0) at C-Y& .vi(O)), 
TW”(xA, G’(xh)) n Tz,, = (0) at (x;, J;(O)). 
Define 
MA= (x~R"'I9f~n Ws(x,GL(x))#QI}, 
Mj = (x E R"'\ ,Y;+, n W"(.x, G'(x))# 0). 
It is not difficult to show that locally 446 and M; are smooth submanifolds 
in R"'. Let 
(x, y) E 9, n W(x, G’(x)), XEM;. 
(s, y) is locally unique and (9, ~7) + (.K, G’(x)) is a diffeomorphism through 
the stable fiber W’(,Y, G’(x)). A similar situation also holds for 
A4;+9;+,. Notice that dim M:, = d, -d+ - 1 and dim M; = d, -de - 1. 
(Hj)“: The flow of (2.20) for i = 1 (or i = I) is not tangent to Mh (or 
M;) near (Xi(a,), YA(a,)) (or (J$b,), G(b,))). 
The construction of the 0 th order approximation (Xb( t), Y6( t)), 1 d i d I, 
can be stated as follows: 
Find a continuous trajectory starting at MA, ending at M;, and passing 
through each Mi, 1 6 i < I, successively. The trajectory has to satisfy (2.20) 
on each Y: when moving from MiP, to Mi. See Fig. 1. 
It is clear from (He) that such a trajectory is locally unique. Details of 
how to compute such a trajectory shall not be discussed here though it is 
a problem of fundamental interest, since the method employed will be con- 
siderably different. All the hypotheses made above can be localized in an 
obvious way. We emphasize again that our analytical hypotheses are 
merely detailed descriptions of the sets of geometrical conditions. It is 
precisely the same conditions that ensure the solvability of higher order 
approximations and the validity of the formal power approximations. 
The following example is a simple extension of Fife [9]. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider 
ii=f(u, LJ), 
E2i; = g( u, u), O<t<l, 
u(i) = Qj, 
44 = B,, i=o, 1, 
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where UER”‘, VER”, f:Rm+“+R”, g:R”+“-+R”. Setting ti=u,, G=v,, 
and adding i = 1 to the equation we have a (2m + 2n + 1 )-dimensional 
system, with m + n + I initial conditions and m + R + 1 terminal conditions : 
i= 1, 
u=u,, 
c, =f(u, L’), 
EC = V,) 
Eti, = g(u, v); 
t= 1, 
B.C. : u=i(,, 
0=p,. 
Let x = (t, U, u, ) be the slow variable and y = (u, v,) be the fast variable. 
Assume that equation 
o= v,, 
0 = g(4 cl), 
has two branches of solutions 
u = h,(u) and v=h,(u). 
Assume that 
o{g,.(u, hi(U))} nR-= @, r=R- v (0). (2.23) 
Let A = ( i, A), and it is not hard to show the following: 
(i) lea ifand only if i= +&, where {jLi);=,=~{gr). There- 
fore A is hyperbolic, with n-dimensional stable and unstable projections, 
denoted by Q, and Q,, respectively. 
(ii) (,:;)I~,I”(~--A)~ implies ( :;,,)E..+.( -i - FI)~, k> 1, is an 
integer. Therefore (K) E 3Qs if and only if ( _“,.,) E %QU. 
(iii) 
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(2.24) 
with u=constant as a parameter. Assume that l-c R”’ is a smooth 
codimension-1 smooth submanifold such that for UE r, (2.24) has a 
heteroclinic solution (V(T), v,(~))-i(h,(u),O), i=O, 1, as T-+ TX’, respec- 
tively. Assume that (V’(T), V;(T)) is the only bounded solution for the 
linearization of (2.24) around (L)(T), o,(r)), then the formal adjoint equation 
shall have a unique bounded solution ($(T), I),(T)) up to a scalar multiple. 
Assume that 
s x @l(T)* g,(u, U(T)) do #o. (2.25) -;r 
Note that (2.23) implies (H,) and (2.25) implies (H,). In the case 
m = n = 1, (2.25) is equivalent to a condition in Fife [8, 91. See also 
Lin [19] for a discussion of the equivalence. 
The initial manifold Y?O=((~,U,U,,V,C,)II=O, U=Q, cl=BO, u,ER”‘, 
o,~R”l and the terminal manifold Y1+,= ((t,u,u,,o, t’,)lt= 1, u=~i, 
LI=/?,, u,ER~, L+ER”] are explicitly given. However, it seems to be very 
difticult to describe the stable fibers and unstable fibers attaching to points 
(u, hi(u)), i=O, 1. A special case with m = 1, rz = 1 has been studied by 
Fife [9]. We expect that conditions like (H4) and (H,) can only be 
checked numerically in general cases. Many authors assumed that 
(a) g(z.4, v) is linear in c, or 
(b) &-ko(cro) and PI,--/~,(a,) are small. 
In both cases (a) and (b), the stable and unstable fibers can be computed 
(or approximated) by the generalized eigenspaces corresponding to the 
stable and unstable eigenvalues, respectively. Based on (iii), it is clear that 
if (a) or (b) holds, we have that 
and 
TYon (O}x (0)x {O)xTW'(h,(u),O)= {0), 
TY,+,n {O}x {0)x {O}xTW"(h,(u),0)={0}, 
at the points of intersections, where W" and W" denote the stable and 
unstable manifolds of the equilibria (hi(u), 0) of Eq. (2.24). We can also 
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obtain easily that MA= {(t,u,u,)Jt=O, U=Q, u,eR”‘} and M;= 
{(t, u, u,)lr= 1, u=lJ,, 24,~R”‘). 
We have to solve the following two initial value problems in order to 
compute a 0th order approximation in the slow manifold: 
i= 1, 
Zi=Z4,, (2.26) 
zi, =f(4 Mu)), t 2 0, 
with t(O) = 0, u(0) = c(,, being given, and u,(O) E R”’ as a parameter, and 
i= 1, 
ic=z4,, (2.27) 
li, =f(4 h,(u)), r6 1, 
with t( 1) = 1, u( 1) = CI, being given, and z4,( I ) E R”’ as a parameter. Let the 
solution of (2.26) be &,: (I, u,(O)) -+ (t, U. ~4,) and the solution of (2.27) be 
4, : (t, u,( 1)) -+ (t, U, 14, ). Let the trajectories of &, and 4, intersect 
Rx~xR’“cR2”*+’ at two m-dimensional curves r, and r,. Assume that 
To&r, in RxTxR”. 
Let (r*, u*, uf ) E f-, n f,, 0 < t* < 1. Based on (t*, u*, UT) we can compute 
U,(O) and ~~(1). We assume that UT #O and 
c / $,(r)* gu(z4*, r(r))& .ul” #O. (2.28) . ~ % 
Clearly (2.28) implies (H,), and i = 1 implies (H,)“. 
We have given a set of sufficient conditions such that Theorems 2.1 and 
2.2 apply to this example. It is easy to verify that our conditions are natural 
generalization of Fife [9] for a case with m = n = 1. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Most of our analysis depends on the properties of the linear variational 
equation around the approximate solutions. Here the concept of the 
exponential dichotomy has to be extended to the exponential trichotomy 
due to the presence of the slow motions on the slow manifolds. We refer 
to Coppel [4] and Palmer [23] for the basic properties of the exponential 
dichotomies. See also Sacker and Sell [25] and Sacker [24]. Many proper- 
ties of the exponential trichotomy can be derived from the corresponding 
ones of the exponential dichotomy. 
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Consider a linear ODE in R” 
i(t)-A(t)x(t)=h(t), t E J, (3.1) 
where A(t) is a continuous and uniformly bounded matrix-valued function. 
Let T(t, S) be the solution map for the linear homogeneous equation 
associated with (3.1). 
DEFINITION 3.1. We say that (3.1), or T( t, s), has an exponential 
trichotomy in J if there exist projections P,(t), Z’,(t), and P,(t) = 
I- Z’,(t) - P,(t), t E J, and there are constants K3 1 and c1> 0 > 0 such 
that 
T(t, s) P,.(s) = P,,(t) T(r, s), t >, s in J, v = c, u, s, 
IT(t, s) P,(s)1 <Ke”“-“, t, s in J, 
IT(t, s) P,(s)1 6 Ke-l(‘-s), t Z s in J, 
IT(s, t) Pu(t)l 6 Ke-““ps’, t 2s in J. 
We say that (3.1) has an exponential dichotomy in J if it has an 
exponential trichotomy with P,(t) = 0 and P,(t) + P,(t) = I. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that J = R+, lim, _ +,~ A(t) = A( + CG), and 
x(t) - A( co ) x(t) = 0 has an exponential dichotomy with the exponent a > 0 
and projections P, and P,. Then (3.1) has an exponential dichotomy in R +, 
with the exponent 15 and projections P,(t) and P,(t). Moreover 0 < 6 < SI can 
be chosen arbitrarily close to c1 and P,(t) - P, + 0 as t -+ + CC. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that IA(t)\ < M VJ, and A(t) has d--eigenvalues 
with real part < -a < 0 and d+ = n - d- eigenvalues with real part > a > 0 
for all t E J. Assume that for any 0 < E < a, there exists 0 < 6 = 6(M, a, E) 
suchthatifIA(t,)-A(t,)Id6forIt,-t,ldh,~rhereh>Oisafi,~ednumber 
not greater than the length of J, then (3.1) has an exponential dichotomy in 
J with the constant K= K(M, a, E) and exponent a -E. Moreover, P,(t) 
approaches the spectral projection to the stable eigenspace of A(t) for each 
fixed t, as b --+ 0. 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 can be found in Palmer [23] and the proof of 
3.3 in Coppel [4]. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let F : E:(l), 1) + E,(J), I), x -+ h, be defined as 
h(t)=,t(t)-A(t)x(t). Let 9*: Ej(y, I)-E,(l), l), y+ g be defined as 
g(t)=~(t)+A(t)*?,(t). 
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Clearly S and 5* are linear bounded. Assume that (3.1) has an 
exponential dichotomy in J with constant K and exponent U. Let y > 0 be 
a constant with 171 <Q. 
LEMMA 3.5. (i) IJ‘J=R-, then for any hEER-(y, I) and u~&‘P,(0), 
there exists a unique solution x E Ek-(y, 1) qf (3.1) tcith P,(O) x(0) = u. The 
solution can be written as 
x(t)=T(t.O)u+j-;T(t,s)P,(s)h(s)ds+f T(t,s)P,(s)h(s)ds. 
-x 
hforeo~7er II-4 L,-,,,,, < C{ llhll ER-,is.,j + II4 >. 
(ii) If J=R+, then for any hE E,+(y, I) and UEA?P,(O), there exists 
a unique solution x E E, +(y, I) qf (3.1) jcith PS(0) x(O) = ~7. The solution can 
be written as 
x(t)= T(t, O)u+ j’ T(t, s) P,(s) h(s) ds+ j-’ T(t, s) P,(s) h(s) ds. 
0 T. 
hforeouer bll E;+ti’.lj d C{ llhll ER+,y.,, + ll4l }. 
(iii) rf J= R, then for anJ1 h E E,(,,,, there e.uists a unique solution 
.YE E;(I), 1) of (3.1) with II-XII E;,i’.,l < C{ llkil ER+,;.,,,j. The solution can be 
written as 
x(t)=J’ 
-* 
T(t, s) P,(s) h(s) ds + j.’ T(t, s) P,(s) h(s) ds. 
x. 
LEMMA 3.6. If (3.1) has exponential dichotomies in R- and R+ with the 
same exponent c1 in R - and R +, 1.~1 i <a. Then 9: Ek(y, I) + E,(y, I) is 
Fredholm with Index 9 = dim BP;(O) - dim &‘P:(O). h E &?9 if and 
only if 
I 
+u. 
+*(t) h(t) = 0 -,~ 
for all t+G EX9*. indeed, X5* c ER( CI, 0). 
Consider the following system in R” +’ which comes from the lineariza- 
tion of the inner layers: 
i-=0 
j-(A(t)x+B(t)I’)=O, PER (or R+). 
(3.2) 
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LEMMA 3.7. If A(t) and B(t) are continuous for t E R +, and if 
lim, + r A(t)=A(+cc) andlim,,, B(t)=B(+%) with 
IA(t)-A(+‘z)J6C,em;“, 
(B(t)-B(+~c)l<C,e~;“, 
suppose aB( + ~8 ) n ( I Re %I < ~1) = a. Then (3.2) has an exponential tri- 
chow in Rf. Moreover, !f(.u, y(t))~.99~~(t), tE R+ is a solution of (3.2), 
and 0 < 11, = min(cc, JI), then 
Similar results also hold.for (3.2) defined in R ~. 
Proof Exponential trichotomies in R+ are not unique, and we can 
define one by setting 
&‘P,(t)= ((s, y)lx=O, y(t)~Q,(t)) 
BP,(t)= {(x, y)Ix=O, y(r)~Q,(r)} 
BP,(t)= (x, .v)I.YER”‘, y(r)=[; U(t,s)Q&s)A(s)sds 
i 
+ j’ U(r, s) Q,(s) A(s)x ds , 
% I 
where U( t, s) is the solution map for j(t) - B(t) y = 0, which, according to 
Lemma 3.2, has an exponential dichotomy in R+ with projections QJt) 
and Q”(r). Now let (x, ~$t)j~9’P,,(t), tgR+, be a solution of (3.2). Let 
y(r)= -B( +%)-‘A( +x,)x+z(t), and we have 
:-B(r)z=[A(t)-A(+=c,)].u-[B(r)-B(+;cm)] B(+c;c)~‘A(+x.~)x. 
The right-hand side is bounded by Ce -7’ in norm. From Lemma 3S(ii), we 
have Iz(t)l 6 Ce-;‘I’. Q.E.D. 
Suppose that j(t) - B(r) .v( t) = 0, with solution map U(t, s), has 
exponential dichotomies in R- and R+, respectively. Let the projections to 
the stable and unstable spaces be QS( t) and Q,(r), t E R- or R +. Assume 
that 
dim &?Q,(O ) = dim %‘QJO + ) = d + 
dim ~Q,(O~)n%‘Q,(O’)~ 1. 
From Lemma 3.6, Ind 9 = 0 and dim Xx9 = 1. Therefore, the adjoint 
equation j + B( t)*y( t) = 0 has a unique bounded solution 4’ = G(t) up to a 
scalar multiple. 
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LEMMA 3.8. Assume that A(t) is continuous and bounded, and 
A Zf 
s 
+ x 
IC/(t)*A(t) dt #O, 
% 
then Eq. (3.2) has nonunique exponential trichotomies in R ~ and R +, respec- 
tivelJ,. Moreotler we can always choose the trichotomies in R - and R +, btith 
the projections being P,(r), P,(t), and P,(t), t E R- or R *, such that 
9P”(O + ) = U(O)@ W,(O), 
9P5(0 - ) = V(0) @ W,(O), 
~Pc(Ow)=N(0)@ W,(O), 
aPc(o+)=N(0)@ W,(O), 
SPU(ov)= U(O)@@(O), 
9Ps(O’)= V(O)@@(O), 
where Q(O), N(O), U(O), V(O), W,(O), and W,(O) are linearly independent, 
with the following properties : 
(i) Q(O) %‘{(x, y):s=O, J-EaQ,(O-)nd’Q,(O’)) is one dimen- 
sional ; 
(ii) N(0) ‘%? {(x, y): A . x = 0, y I Q(O), (x, J) E 9?Pcu(O-) n 
9?PC5(O+)), y=Ls, L is a linear map,fiom AL -Q(O)‘, N(0) is (m- 1) 
dimensional; 
(iii) U(0) = aP”(O-) 0 a(O), V(0) = aPS(O+) 0 Q(O), U(0) is 
(d+ - I ) dimensional and V(0) is (d - 1) dimensional; 
(iv) W,(O)c9P,,(O-) 0 BPU(OV), Wz(0)cgP,,(O+) 0 BP&O+), 
W,(O), and WJO) are both one dimensional. (x, ,I) E W,(O) or W?(O) implies 
that A . .Y # 0 unless x = 0. 
We define U(r), V(t), N(t), W,(t), and W?(t) by U(t)= T(t,O) U(O), etc. 
The results of Lemma 3.8 are depicted in Fig. 2. 
Proof The unstable space S?P,(t) for t ER.- and the stable space 
S’PS( t) for t E R + are uniquely defined, i.e., 
&‘P,(t)= {(x, y):x=O, ?,EBQJt)} for tER-, 
9?P,(t)= ((x, y):x=O, y~.2Q,(t)} for tER+. 
Part (i) follows from our assumption on .%?Q,,(O-) A .%‘QS(O+). 
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FIGURE 2 
The center stable space dP,,( t) for t E R + is uniquely defined, and 
(x, y):>‘(t)= U(t,O)Q,(O+)y(O) 
+j’(i(t,s)Q,(s)A(s)ds..\-+j’ U(t,s)Qu(s)A(s)ds.x . 
0 x 
(3.3) 
The center unstable space B’P,,(t) for t E R ~ is uniquely defined, and 
WP,,(t) = C-u, WV): y(t) = U(t, 0) Qu(O-) y(O) 
+j~U(t,~)Q,(s)A(s)ds.x+j’ U(t, s) es(s) A(s) ds..u 
-x 
(3.4) 
From those formulae, we conclude that (x, ~)E~?Q,,(O+)~~Q,,(OW) if 
and only if 
A .x=0. 
Moreover J? = Lx is uniquely determined by x if the additional requirement 
@P(O) A- Y(O) 
is imposed. The proof of these facts follows closely from Palmer [23]. 
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Define N(0) as in (ii), and clearly N(O)=dP,,(O-)n~%Z',,(0+) 0 D(O). 
Define U(0) and V(0) as in (iii), and clearly U(O)n9P,,(O+)= (0) and 
V(0) n 2Pcu(O-) = {O}. 
Let 2 E R”’ be such that A . .U # 0. Define 
/‘U(t,s)QJs)A(s)ds 
0 
U(t, s) Q,(s) A(s) ds for FERN, 
(3.51 
jr CJ(t,~)Q~(.s)A(s)ds 
0 
+J’ u r, s) Q”(s) A(s) ds 
x 
for PER+. 
It follows that N~,(~)E~P,,(~), TV R-, and N~~(~)ES?P,~(~), te R+. 
Moreover w,(0)#~Pcs(O+) and w,(O)$P,,(O-). Let W,(O)=span(~,(O)} 
and W,(O) = span{ ~~(0)). Property (iv) can easily be verified. 
Finally, define &‘P,(O’ ), 9P,(O’ ), and WP,(O’ ) as shown in the 
lemma, and set %!P,.(r), v = u, s, or c, t E R + or R -, by applying T(t, 0) to 
8P,.(O+), IER+ or R-, respectively. It remains to prove the desired 
exponential estimates to confirm that P,,(f), v = u, s, c which are completely 
determined by &‘P,,(t) are the desired projections which define exponential 
trichotomies. The proof is straightforward and shall be omitted. Q.E.D. 
The following linear system shall be used in the study of regular layers. 
Define an evolution system in (x, y). with the help of an intermediate 
variable D. 
-y’(T) - EA(ET) X(T) - &B(&T) U(T) = 0, 
U’(T) - D(&T) U(T) = 0, (3.6) 
U(T) = c(ET) X(T) + J’(T), T E [a/&, b/E]. 
Herea<b. T=~/E, ZE [a, b]. ‘=d/ds. A(t), B(t), C(t), o(t), and (d/dr)D(t) 
are continuous in TV [a, b]. ~{o(t)) n {(Re 111 <a) = (21 for all tE [a, b]. 
From Lemma 3.3, there exists co>0 such that for O<E<E~, 
u’- D(EZ)U = 0 has an exponential dichotomy in [a/e, b/E], with the 
solution map being U(r. a) and the projections being Q,(S) and Qs(r). 
Let S(t, S) be the solution map for a(t) - A(t) x(t) = 0, and T(T, cr) be the 
solution map for (3.6). 
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LEMMA 3.9. Equation (3.6) has an exponential trichotomy in [a/&, b/E], 
O<E<EO. The constant and the exponent do not depend on E. The center 
space is defined as 
.$P,(T)= ((X, ,V): C(ET)S+ J’=o}. 
There exist constants C,, C, > 0 such that 
The stable space WP,( T) is the image of a linear isomorphism 
U,(T)+ (X(T), y(r))for all u,(T)E&‘Q,(T), bvhile the unstable space aP,(t) is 
the image of a linear isomorphism Us -(X(T), y(T))for all c’~(T)EBQ,(T). 
Moreooer 
IX(T)1 + I J’(T) - ul(T)l s CE IO,(T)1 (3.8) 
for (X(T), y(r))~.%‘P,(r), and 
I+T)I + I Y(T) - L)AT)I < CE Iu~(T)I (3.9) 
.for (-r(T), Y(T)) E dP,(T). 
Proof. Consider a T-dependent change of coordinates (x, .Y) + (x, L! = 
C(ET)X + ~1). Clearly &‘P,(T) = {u = 0 ) is invariant under T(T, G). And for 
(x(a), Y(~))E~P,(~), 
T(T, a)(.u(o), ~%(a)) = (S(ET, ECT) x(a), -C(ET) S(ET, EO) X(O)). 
Therefore (3.7) is valid. 
For U,(T) E ~Q,(T), define (X(T), Y(T)) E WP,(T) as 
X(T) = (’ S(ET,EO)EB(E~) ~(o,T)LJ,(T) da 
Jb.c 
J’(T)= L),(T)- C(ET)X(T), a/E < T  Q b/E. 
(3.10) 
From this the estimate (3.8) follows easily. We claim that 
IT(T,, T)(X(T), l’(T))1 < Kep”“-“(Lr,(T)l, TdT,<b/E (3.11) 
for some K2 1, y ~0. In fact D,(O)= U(o, T) U,(T), 02s is a solution for 
the 2nd equation of (3.6) and an exponential estimate for (~1 ,(a)\ holds due 
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to the fact u,(r)~&‘Q,(7), and (3.11) then follows from (3.8) with 7 
replaced by 7,. There also exist C3, C4 > 0 such that 
C3IL~L(7)l 6 I-x(7)1 + IJ’(7)l 6 C4lL’,(f)l. 
Thus lT(r,, 7)(x(7), y(t))\ <K,e-7”‘m”(I~~(7)l + I~,(t)l), 7, 27. Similarly, 
for 0~(7)~.8Q,(7), define (.x-(r), ~‘(7)) EWP,(T) as 
s(7)= T 
1 
S(E7, &g) EB(&O) U(a, r) Q(7) do, 
* <I E 
j’(7) = Z’>(T) - C(E7) x(t), a/& < 5 6 b/E. 
(3.12) 
We can show (3.9) and 
IT(7,, 7)(x(7), y(s))1 6 K,e-“‘p”‘(lx(T)l + Iy(r)l 1, 787,. 
We can show that iS”P,(s) and i@Pu(7) are invariant under T(7, a). These 
together with %!P,(r) determine the projections P,(T), P,(r), and P,(r). 
It can be shown that if go>0 is small and O<E< E,, 
IPc(7)l + IPs(7)l + IPJ7)l G K 
for some K> 0, based on (3.8) and (3.9). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.10. If B is nilpotent, Bk = 0 for some k > 1 and ) BI < K for 
some K > 1. A is a matrix of the same order, I A J < 6 < 1. [f 
2(d;~“-l)l,“< 1, 
then 
,!g, I( A + B)“I < ~8. 
Proof: (A+B)“=CC,;..C,~, where CJ~= 1 or 2, C, = A and Cl= B. 
The total number of the terms in the sum is 2”. Each nonzero product in 
the sum is of the form 
A”Bj’Ai2Bj?. . . Ai”lBlt?Z 
with x;= ,(i, +jol) = n and j, f k - 1. Let n = lk, and for each nontrivial 
term we have 
(A’LB”...AimBjml~lAl Kk-‘)...(/A1 Kk-‘)<(dKk I)’ 
-- 
more than I-tuple 
since the total number of the A’s is i, + . . . + i,, 3 1. We have the estimate 
for r = lim,, _ 3c ([(A+ B)“l”“): 
r< {2’~(6Kk-‘)‘)“~=2(6Kk~‘)‘k< 1. Q.E.D. 
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4. A LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
The solvability of a linearized boundary value problem associated with 
(2.1) is the key to justify the correctness of our formal approximation. The 
unusual character of the linear boundary value problem is that the solution 
admits jumps which are part of the input data. It is reminiscent of our early 
work based on a modified shadowing lemma (Lin [ 193). The major dif- 
ference is that the linearization in this paper is made around the 0th order 
approximations while in the previous paper the linearization was made 
around the higher order truncations. The advantage of the new method is 
that the linear operator is now essentially independent of E. The linearized 
equation in the outer layers and inner layers are quite different, mostly 
because the time spent on the regular region is 0( l/s) (in the fast variable 
r), therefore O(E) terms have to be retained, while the time spent in inner 
layers is shorter, thus the O(E) term may be dropped. 
To simplify the notation, define I' =~(X;(ET), Y;(ET), 0) for i=21, 
1 <I < I. Similarly define f:(sr), f,!(sr), gi(ss), g:(st), and g:.(sr) in the 
obvious way for i= 21, 1 d IQ I. Next, define fi(t) =f(?cb(r), &,(7), 0) for 
i=21+ 1, O<I<Z. Similarly, definefi(z), f,!(r),, g’(r), g:(r), and g:.(r) in 
the obvious way for i=21+ 1, 0~161. 
Consider the linear boundary value problem 
Z;(T)‘- A;(T, E) Zi(T) = Fi(t), 5 E [a,, Pi17 1 <i<v, v=21+ 1, (4.1) 
l<i<v-1, (4.2) 
B,(-z,(a,)+&e,)= -6,, (4.3) 
B*(“,.@,.) + i,.e,,) = 62, 
d’ . Zi(Ti) = 0, 1 d i d v, (4.5) 
where zi = (x,, yi) E R” x R”, F,(r) = (L(T), g,(t)) E R”’ x R”. B, = 
DZB,(xi(0), y:(O), 0): Rm+” -+ Rdl and B, = D,B,(xb(O), y;(O), 0): 
R” + ’ -+ RdZ are matrices of rank d, and dz, respectively. ii E R, 0 d i < v, is 
an unknown parameter. [a,, pi] is given as follows: 
(i) [ai,~i]=[U,/&+&B-L+ci,,b,/&-&EB~’+b,], where O<fl< 1, ti, 
and 6, are real polynomials in s, if i = 21, 1 < 16 1; 
(ii) [ai,pi]=[-&B~‘,&~~l], ifi=21+1, 1<1<Z-1; 
(iii) [a,, D,] = [O, ~~~‘1, and [GI,, p,,] = [ -& ‘, 0] 
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Equation (4.1) is given as follows: 
(i) For i=21, 1 <l<Z, (4.1) has the form 
S;(T)‘-Efz(E7) -YipEf:(ET) J*i=fi(7)7 
Ji(7)‘- g’,(&T).q- g~.(E7)~i-(gf.(E7)~‘g:(ET))‘-~j 
+(g~,(&T)-'g:(ET))~ {&(ET)). (&(ET).q+&(ET) Jj) =g,(rL (4.1)’ 
which can be rewritten as 
~u,(?)‘-&(f‘::(&?)-~,~(E7)~gf.iE~)-’g:(~~)} -Y;(T) 
- &f,f(&T) ~~(7) =fj(7), 
~~,(~)'-ggf.(~~)o~(7)=&(7)+g;(+'g:(&7).fi(7), 
where ri(t) = J’i(7) •k gj.(Er)- ‘g:(sr) -y;(T). (4.1)” 
(ii) For i=21+ 1, O<i<I, (4.1) has the form 
-xi(7)‘=fi(7)~ 
y<(T)‘- g\(T) X;(T)- g:.(T) ?(i(T)= g,(T). (4.1 )“I 
Let U’(t, CI) denote the solution map for the equation 
(i) j’(T)‘- g;.(t) +r(r)=O, if i=21+ 1, O<l<I. 
(ii) j(r)‘-gt,(&r) y(5)=0, if i= 21, l<l<I. 
From the hypothesis (H,) and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, (i’(s, a) has an 
exponential dichotomy in [cr,, /Ii] if i= 21, 1 6 I< 1, and U’(r, a) has 
exponential dichotomies in R + if i=21+1, O<I<I-1, and in RP if 
i = 21+ I, 1 < I6 I. Let the associated projections be Q:(r) and Q:(T) (onto 
the stable and unstable spaces, respectively). The constant T, in (4.5) is 
given by z, = fi/c E [ai, pi], where fi does not depend on E if i = 21, 1 6 I < I. 
ri=O if i=21+ 1, O<I<Z. 
Let T’(r, a) be the solution map for the homogeneous equati on of (4.1). 
From Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, T'(r, a) has exponential trichotomy in [cr,, pi] 
if i = 21, 1 < 1 d Z, and T'(r, cr) has exponential trichotomies in [cr,, 0] and 
[0, pi], respectively, if i = 2f+ 1, 0 < 1 d I. We assume that the projections 
which define these trichotomies have been chosen such that Lemma 3.8 
applies to the case i=21+1, 1,<1<1-1, with A(T)=gi.(z) and B(T)= 
g:.(r), and such that Lemma 3.9 applies to the case i = 21, 1 < I< I, with 
A(&?) =f:(ET) -f+) g;.(E7)-‘g:(ET), Bier) =j@), C(ET) =gf.(ET)-'&';r(E7), 
and D(ET) = gf.(cr). The linear subspaces associated with Lemmas 3.8 and 
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3.9 shall be denoted by ZP:, BP:, U’(O), V’(O), N’(O), etc., for 1 < i< \I. 
We now define ti’ = (d’,, nil.) # 0 as follows : d’ I H(i), where 
(i) H(i)=~Pf(O.-)O~PI(O+)ON’(O), i=21+ 1,1 G/61- 1; 
(ii) H(i)=dPd(si)OdPl(r,)OC(s, J):.Y.~~(ET~)=O, 
J’= -gj.(ET;)~‘g:(&T,).Y} if i=21, l<l<Z; 
(iii) H(i)= ((x, y): XYE TM,), if i=21+ l,l=Oorl=Z. 
ej E R”’ x R” is given as 
ei=(fi+‘(mi+,), -gf~+‘(Eai+~)~Lg~~+‘(Eai+~)fi+‘(Eai+l))r 
if i=21-- 1, 1 <l<Z, 
ei = (f’(EPi), -gl.M,) ~ ‘g:w f’(EP,))? if i=21, l<l<I, 
e. = f2(al 1, 
( J 
*’ U’(T, 0) Q:(@ s.(d do Y2(a,) 7 
> 
e,,=(f’+‘(b,)YJ ” U:(a) Q:(o) g’,(a) da .f’- ‘(b,) . 
-x > 
THEOREM 4.1. There is co > 0 such that for 0 < E < ~~ the boundary value 
problem (4.1)-(4.5) admits a unique solution ((z~(T)}~=,, {[i(~)}~=o): 
sup Izjc+ sup lijl <c 
1 
SUP lhil + Is,1 + 1621 + sup IgiIc 
I<;<$, O<i<v I<;<,-I l<i$u 
+f {Ifilc: i=21, 1<1<1} +F’ sup{lf,l,;i=21+ l,O<I<Z} . 
i 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is divided into several lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Equations (4.1) and (4.5) admit a (nonunique) solution 
?i(~) = (zi(T), ( ji(T)), with 
I~;IcGc ~lfilc+lgilc 9 
i I 
i=21, 1 <l<I, (4.6) 
l~il~Q~{~~~‘Ifilc+ Igilcjr i=21+ l,O<l<I. (4.7) 
Proof. Since H(i) c R m + ’ is of codimension one, there exists a solution 
ii(s) of the homogeneous equation associated with (4.1) with $i(ri) $ H(i) 
1 < i < 1’. Moreover, Ji(s) can be chosen such that 
l$i(. )I, Q CIJi(ri)l 
due to our definition of H(i). Thus, we only need to solve (4.1), and (4.5 
can be satisfied by adding a multiple of ii(r) to the solution. 
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For i=21, l<f<Z, set Hi(T)=gi(T)+gj,(ET)~-'g~~(&T).fi(T) and 
I’m = j’ u'(T, a) Q;(g) ii(a) da + j;, U'(T, CJ) Q;(G) H,(o) da, 
2, 
,^  T 
.Ti(T) = J S'( 
% 
ET, ECJ) .F. ,f,!(Ed u,(a) +&Jl 
i 
j,(T)=L'i(T)-gf.(&T)-'gf,(&T).~i(T), 
2,(T) = (.ti(T), f;(T)) is obviously a solution of (4.1), satisfying (4.6). 
For i-21+ 1, 1 <l<I- 1, extendj:(o) and gi(o) by 0 if a# [a,, pi], so 
that L.(o) and g,(o) are defined for 0~ R. We shall solve (4.1) and (4.5) in 
the extended domain 0 E R. Set 
a?;(T) = c,.U;+ 
where ,Ui E R” is such that A,. .fi # 0. Clearly we have 
I-tilcb ICj-Ujl +EPp’Ihf,l, 
since [a;, pi] = [ -&‘, &‘I. We then look for a bounded solution J,(T) 
of the equation 
3i(~)'-g:(T)?li(T)=Cig:(T)-~,+g:(T)!*'~(~)d~+~i(T). (4.8 1 
0 
The right-hand side is a bounded function defined in R. From Lemma 3.6, 
(4.8) has a unique bounded solution which satisfies 
Jo(O)‘. J;(O) = 0 (4.9) 
where $[(T) is the unique bounded solution (up to a scalar multiple) of the 
adjoint equation of (4.8). From hypothesis (H,) we can solve Ci so that 
(4.10) is valid. It is trivial to verify that 
lcil Gc(EB-‘I.frlc+ Igil,). 
Thus, we have (4.7). 
505:s ‘2.10 
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Finally for i= 1 and i= V, set 
.Ci(5) = jrfJcr, do, i= 1 and i= \I, 
0 
.’ )‘i(t)= 
1 
U’(T, a) Q~(O)(g:(a)li(a)+ gi(a))dC 
0 
s ’ + U’(T, 0) QL(o)(g’,(o) -fita) + g,(O)) da, i= 1, 35 
~90) Q:(o)(gL(o) ai(o) + g,(a)) da 
+.I’ Ui(~r 0) Ql(g)( g:(a) *fi(a) + g,(a)) d-x, i= ~1. -xz 
Again Zi = (Z(T), ~JT)), i= 1, I’, is a solution of (4.1) with (4.7) being valid. 
Our next step is to solve system (4.1)-(4.5) with Fi(r) = 0. 
LEMMA 4.3. There exists a constant &o > 0 such that if 0 <E < Q,, the 
boundary value problem (4.1~(4.5), with Fi( t) = 0, admits a unique solution 
({zi(s))~=,, {[,};=o). Moreover 
sup Iz,lc+ sup Iii1 < C( sup lhil + I611 + I821 ). 
1 <<<I, O<i<V I<i<v-l 
Proof. The proof is based on an iteration scheme. If we choose 
{zi}:‘=,=O, {ii}~=o~O, then {hj}~:~, a,, and 6, become the “error” 
terms. The purpose of the scheme is to project the errors onto the stable, 
unstable, and center spaces and pass them to the boundaries and even- 
tually to be absorbed by the boundaries. (Recall the relations of L,(O) and 
R,(I) with ker B, and ker &.) 
We start to define a codimension one subspace for each 1 6 i < v which 
admits the splitting 
L:(T)@R~(T)c~P~(T), 1 < i 6 ~1. 
For i=21, 1 <f<Z, let 
Ci= (.xER”‘~~~(E~J~x=O}. 
Define 
L:(T;) = { (4 J’) 1 XE S'(ET~, a,; Zi, TM,- ,) &(I- l), 
.V = -gl.(ET,)~'gl.(ETj)S), for i=21, l<l<Z, 
RL(ti)= {(x, y)lx~S’(&~,,a,;Z~, TM,-,) R,(I- l), 
r’= -gj.(ETi)~'gf,(&t,)~~}, for i = 21, 1 < I < I. 
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For i = 21+ 1, 1 < 1~ I- 1, (4.1)“’ naturally extends to r E R, and the 
trichotomies extend to r E R ~ and 7 E R +. According to Lemma 3.8, for 
each X, with A,.x = 0, there is a unique 1’ such that (x, ~1) E aP&(O-) n 
.%PLs(O’), and such that y;(O)‘. y=O. Denote the relation by .r= L’x. 
Define 
L;(o)= {(x, J)IXEL,(I), y=L’x}, 
RfW= {k y)I x E R,( I), ~7 = L’x ). 
For i = 1, (4.1)“’ extends to T E R +. Define 
LA(O) = {(x, y) I (x, JV) E &‘P~,(O) n ker B, = X2, ). 
From our discussion in Section 2, LA(O) = {(x, ~3) 1 XE L,(O), y = G’(x)}. 
Let 
R;(O)= (x,y)lx~R,(O), y=f” cr’(O,a)Q~(a)gt(a)da.?c 
i I 
. 
x 
Similarly, for i = V, (4.1)“’ extends to 7 E R -. Define 
R:(O) = {(s, y) I (x, y) E 3?Yp%u(0) n ker B, =X&}. 
From our discussion in Section 2, R;(O) = ((x, y) I ,Y E R,(I), y = G’+ ‘(x)}. 
Let 
L:.(O)= (x, y)lxEL,(z), ?‘=i‘O 
i 
U”(0, a) Q;(a) g;(a) g’,(a) da .+Y . 
~ x 1 
Recall that 7; = 0 for all i = 21- 1, 1 < I < I+ 1. Finally, in all the cases let 
L:(7)= T’(7, 7;) LL(7,) and R:(t)= T’(7, zi) R3si), SE [a,, /I;]. 
For convenience define Lz(p,) = LL(cr,) and R;+‘(a,,+ ,) = R;(B?), and 
define .&‘PE(p,) to be a subspace of ker B, such that 
9P”,(Bo) @ Lz(Bo) = ker B,. (4.11) 
Similarly, let aPi+ ‘(a,, ,) be a subspace of ker B, such that 
WP~+‘(a,,+,)OR~+‘(or,.+,)=kerB,. (4.12) 
We remark that PO and x,,+ , have no true meaning, they are introduced for 
the sake of notational symmetry. To complete the proof of Lemma 4.3, we 
need Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 and Corollary 4.6. 
LEMMA 4.4. R”’ +n = ~P~(~j)~L~(~;)~dPf+‘(cr;+,)~R~+‘(cci+,)~ 
spanCeil for all 0 < i < 1’. Let the projections corresponding to the above 
splitting be 
I= p(~p:(81))+p(L~(P,))+ p(~P:+L(~,+,)) 
+P(R~fl(~,+,))+P(span[ei]), 
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then the norm of all the projections are bounded 611 a constant Ma 1 bcjhich 
does not depend on E <Ed. 
ProoJ We only prove the case i= 21, 1 d 1 Q I. Consider the limit of 
each subspace as E +O. From (3.9) of Lemma 3.9, &?PI(/3i) + 
{(x, J): .Y = 0, YE ~Q~(pj)} as E + 0. From Lemma 3.3, &‘Qi(Pi) -+ 
the unstable eigenspace of gf,(cfii)). From the definition of fli, i= 21, 
it is clear that api -, b, and &‘Pl(fii) + E, Er {(x, J): x = 0, J*E unstable 
eigenspace of g:.(b,)}, as E +O. We can also show that LL(/?,) -+ E, er 
((x,J,):xEL,(I), j’= -gf,(b,)-‘g:(b,)x) and spanCeil + E,=span[(f’(b,), 
-gj.(b,)-‘gk(b,)f’(b,)] based on E/?, -+ b, as E -+O. We then observe that 
a;, , = -,$-I -+ -X as ~-0. If (x, ~$r))~R:+l(t), then .u~R,(l) and 
(x, ~(T))EA’PL:‘(T). From Lemma 3.7, j,(r) + -g’,,+‘( -~zc)‘g~+‘( -‘x,)x. 
It follows that Ri+‘(~l~+ ,) --+ E, ‘% {(x, y): XE R,(I), y= -gf.(b,) g’,(b,)x} 
since g:.+ ‘( -cc ) = gj.(b,) and g’,” ‘( - #x’) = gfJb,)der From Lemma 3.2, 
apt+ ‘(c$+ ‘) = { ( .Y,?‘):.Y=O,)‘EQ~+‘(~,+,))~E, = {(x,y):.u=O. FE 
stable eigenspace of the matrix g’,( 6,) 3 as E + 0. 
Finally, observe that R”‘+” = @ 5-, E,. If Ed > 0 is small and 0 <E < co, 
each subspace under consideration is close to one of the spaces E;, 
1 6 i < 5, the desired result follows from the standard theory concerning the 
perturbation of Ei, 1 <i 6 5, and the projections determined by the 
mutually complementary subspaces. See Kato [ 181. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.5. For each ?E Li+ ‘(a,+ ,), \ve can find ?E L:(/?,) and {ei such 
that 
For each ?ER:(/~~), rve can.find ?~R~+‘(cc~+,) and ie, such that (4.13) is 
stiN valid. 
Proof We only give the proof for the case i= 21, 1 6 I< 1, and 
‘7 -E RL(Bi) since the proof of the other cases is completely similar. We 
have by definition that /Ii = b,/E + 6,-ED-’ and a, + ’ = -& ‘. Let 
z= (-U, J) E R#,), then j= -g~.(Efii)-’ g~(Efli)X. Moreover there exists 
[ER such that 
1 ‘%’ S’(b,, &pi)2 + [f’(b,) E R,(I) c TM,. 
According to our definition of RL+ l(O), we find .i; = I;(Z) E R” such 
that (Z, I;) E R:+ ‘(0) with 1 Jl < CI11. Finally, define T= (-T, -) = 
Ti+‘(-&’ 0) ( 1, p) E R:+ ‘(ai+ , ). And clearly we have i = .t. 
Since T”‘(s, O)(.Z, p) + (a, -g’,.(b,)mm’g;,(b,).t) exponentially fast as 
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T -+ -CC, see Lemma 3.7. To complete the proof of Lemma 4.5, it suffices 
to prove that 
- (1, -g:.(b,)-‘g’,(b,).t) = 0(&P. 12 ). 
This is true since we have 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.6. (i) ]P(%‘PI(fli))l + ]P(WPjfL(~i+,))] + IP(Ri+ ‘(ai+ ,))I 
+ ]P(span[e,] )I = O(E~) if the domain of all the operators is restricted to 
L:+‘(cri+ ,). 
(ii) lp(BpI(Bi))I + lP(~Pf+‘(Cl;+~))l + IP(LL(Pi))I + IfY~PanCeil)I 
= O(E~) if the domain of all the operators is restricted to Ri(P,). 
Proqf of Lemma 4.3 (continued). From (4.11) and (4.12), there exist 
unique elements tr and C such that 
with 
We can rexrite (4.3) and (4.4) as 
-v-z,(CI,)+iOeOEkerB,, 
z,,(/I,.)-i+[,,e,~ker B,. 
We are ready to define the iteration scheme. Let 
h; = h,, l<i$v-1, 
h:, = fi and h; = ;. 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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Define for k > 1: 
k Zi = -z-‘(r, crj){P(W~(cci)) + P(Rf(MJ)) h;-, 
+ Ti(r, 13j){p(gpi(Bi)) + p(L6(Bj))} hf, 
4vo) = wwB0)) + w:(BoN I4 
2 
Lr+l Cc&+,)= {p(~~:+‘(Cc,,+,))+P(R~+L(a,.+*))} hfi 
i:=~ei-P(span[e,])h:, 
1 
,;+I = hf - [zr(fli) -zf+ ,(cli+ ,) + [Fe;], 
We claim that 
i;= f ck, 
k=l 
OQi<v. 
1 < i< 1’. (4.18) 
(4.18)’ 
(4.18)” 
O<iQv, (4.19) 
Odidv. (4.17)’ 
(4.20) 
is the desired solution for system (4.lk(4.5), with FJT) ~0. The proof is 
given in the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.7. Zf Cp=, lhfl < ‘cc for all 0 < i < v, then (4.20) is a solution 
for system (4.1)-(4.5) (with F,(r)=O). 
Proof. E.,“=, lh:I < co implies that CF=, I$( .)I, < rxj and I:=, lifl 
< 00 from (4.18), (4.19), and the estimates for T’(r, cl,), T’(T, pi) on each 
indicated subspace. Therefore (~~(5)) and (ii} are well defined by (4.20) 
with 
sup IzilC+ sup Iii1 6 C sup f lh;l. 
I<i.sL, O<i<t’ o<i<l, k=l 
(4.21) 
ii(r), 1 < i < r, is a solution of (4.1) since each z:(r) is such a solution. Add 
equation (4.17)’ through k= 1 to k= ccj, and we have 
hf = 2 $(/3;)- f ir+ ,(cc~+,)+ f ife,, l<i<v- 1. 
k=l k=l k=l 
From (4.17), we obtain (4.2). For i= 0, we. have 
h;=L1= (P(9P0,(~o))+P(L~(~o))j f h;-q(cr,)+<,e,. 
k=l 
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From (4.16) and (4.14), we have (4.3). Similarly, (4.4) can be verified. 
From the definitions of d’ and z;(z), it is also clear that z(~;)E H(i) = 
~PI(T+)O~P~(~,~)OL’,(T~)OR~(T~) and niI H(i), thus (4.5) is valid. 
It remains to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.8. There is a constant Q, > 0 such that 0 (E < Q,, then 
-x 
ow, ,c, P”l < C( SUP lhil + IhI + ILI), l<i<V-I 
ichere the constant C does not depend on e. 
ProoJ: It is straightforward to verify that 
z6(Bj)-;~+,(ai+,)+iPei=Ilr+ . . . . 
where ... consists of functions of ht-, and h:, , only. Therefore by (4.17’) 
hf+’ = Ti(fli, ai){P(A’P$xj)) + P(R:(cq))} h;_, 
+T’(ai+,,Bi+I)I~(~~l+‘(Bi+1))+P(~~+’(~,+I)))h~+,, (4.22) 
for 0 < id V, provided that we define /I”, = ht+ ,z 0. Define an equivalent 
norm for {hp I;=, as 
II {h; };=oll = SUP { Ih:W,)l + Ih;WI + Ih%‘,)I + Ih;V’,)I + Ihk)l }, 
O<i<V 
where 
hf(L,) = P(Li(p,)) ht, h:(R,) = P(Rf+ ‘(a,, 1)) h:, hq(P,) = P(L@P:(j?,)) h$, 
hl(P,) = P(WP;“(ai+ ,)) h: and h)(e,)= P(span[ei]) 11:. 
It suffices to show IF= I 11 {hf)~=,Il < ,x. Observe that 
Ih~(ei)l < Clh:l 6 C sup { Ihf-‘(&)I + Ihk-‘(R,)I 
O$ii,, 
+ Ih; ~ ‘(PuN + Ih: ~ ‘(f’s)1 } 
from (4.22). Thus it suffices to obtain the estimates for 
o;~, ,;, { Ih;(L)I + lh;(R,)I + V$V’,)l + lhf(P,)l }. 
We shall use matrices to write (4.22). Let H(k) be a (\I+ 1) x (WI+ n - 1 )- 
dimensional column vector, 
H’(k) = (..., h;(L,)‘, h;(PJ, h;(R,)‘, h;(P,)‘, . ..). 
where 0 < i < V, and “t” denotes the transpose. Equation (4.22) is equivalent 
to the equation 
H(k + 1) = A’H(k), 
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where A’ is a [(v + 1) x (m + n - 1)12 matrix, which is of block tri-diagonal 
form, ,A$=0 for all Odjbv: 
-A& A/“, 0 0 
ull,,o *iii,, ..te,, 0 
J(,, ~ L = 
! 
0 0 p(L:(B,)) w;, ai) PKb;)) 
0 0 P(BP;(/?,)) z-‘(Pi, cxi) P(R$xJ) 
0 0 P(R;+ya,+, j) Ti(/3~, a,) P(Ri(c(i)) 
0 0 P(S’P~+‘(ai+,)) Ti(Bi, cq) P(R;(aJ) 
p(LL(Bi)) r’(Bi* cri) p(apZ(az)) 
P(aP:(Bj)) ri(Pi9 aj) p(wpl(ai)) 
P(Ri+‘(ai+ 1)) T’(P,, aij f’(sPf(ai)) ’ 
P(2Pf+‘(a,+, j) z-Q3,, ai) P(RP;(ai)) 
Except for the (3, 3)th entry in ~‘4.~~~) which is bounded by KM’, all the 
other entries in the 3rd column are bounded by Css (Corollary 4.6), and all 
the entries in the 4th column are bounded by KM’e-2(81p21L2 < C&b, for we 
have jPi-~J 2s p-‘. We remark that 
IT’(fl,, a,) P(A’Pt(ai))( < KMep”‘p’p”f”’ 
even for i = 21+ 1, 1 < I < v - 1, while exponential trichotomy does not exist 
in the whole interval [xi, pi]. (See Lemma 3.8.) Similarly, 
i 
p(LL(Si)) Ti(ai+ Iv Pi+ 1) p(LL+ ‘(Pi+ I)) 
Jl;,;+, = 
p(Bpl(Pi)) T’(ai+ 17 Pi+ I) P(Lf+ ‘(Pi+ 1 )I 
P(RL+‘(ai+,)) Ti(~,+~,Pi+~)P(L~+‘(Pi+~)) 
p(gpf+‘(ai+ L)) T’(ai+ 13 Pi+ 1) p(LL+ ‘(Pi+ 1)) 
p(Li(Bi)) Ti(ai+13 Bi+l) p(9p~‘(Dj+1)) 0 0 
p(Bpl(Bi)) Ti(ai+,,pi+,)P(~P:+‘(Bj+,) O O 
P(RL+‘(ai+,) ~‘(~i+,,Bi+~)P(WPI+‘(B;+~)j 0 0 
P(=wf’(%+ 1)) na,+,, Bi+l)P(sp:+'(Bi+I) O O 
Except for the (1, 1)th entry which is bounded by KM’, all the other 
entries in the 1st and the 2nd column are bounded by CE~. 
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We can write ..A’ = A’/, + A1 + A’,, where Al1 is a block upper triangular 
matrix which consists of only the (1, 1)th entry of each A’&+, . J& is a 
block lower triangular matrix which consists of only the (3. 3)th entry of 
each JI;,, , : 
I- iii.1 s CM’, i= I,2 
Ic /ij 1 d c-&P. 
It is easily verified that J~,J[~ = .AzJ~, = 0. Therefore 
We can show that x:,“=-, I(&!, + -fll + -&)“I < SC, which implies the desired 
result of this lemma, by virtue of Lemma 3.10, provided that s0 is 
sufficiently small and 0 <E <Ed. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.8. 
We now prove that the solutions of system (4.1))(4.5) are unique. 
Consider the modified system 
Z;(T)‘-,‘ii(T,E)Z;(T)=O, TE [a,, B,], 1 dibl!, 
-;(B,)-~,+~(~~;+,)+T,ei=h,, 1 <i<v-- 1, 
B,(-z,(@,)+i,e,)= -g,, 
B,(2,.(b,.)+<,e,.)=6,, 
d’ . Zi(Ti) = D,. 1 <i< v 
It is easy to modify our proof of the existence theorem for system 
(4.1)-(4.5) to show that the system presented above admits at least one 
solution for any given {hi), 6,, g2, and (D!). Using the relation 
z,(/?;) = T’(/Ii, ‘zi) z,(cr,), this system is in fact a linear algebraic equation 
which has an [(m + n)(o - 1) + d, + d, + v = (rn + n)~ + v + l]-dimensional 
inhomogeneous term and an unknown vector of the same dimension. It is 
basic fact from the linear algebra that the existence of a solution for any 
inhomogeneous term implies the uniqueness for such a system. 
The proof of Lemma 4.3 has been completed. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (continued). By Lemma 4.2, we construct { ri( T) ) 
which satisfies (4.1) and (4.5) with estimates (4.6) and (4.7). Thus 
sup jJ:il,><c 
I <i<\, { 
&{,fJ,(,:i=2Z, l<Z<Z) 
E 
+~~~‘sup~If~~~:i=21+1,0~16ZI\ 
+SUp{Ig,Jc: 1 <i<v} 
1 
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Next we use Lemma 4.3 to solve the boundary value problem 
Zi(T)’ - Ai(T, E) Zi(T) = 0, 1 < i < V, 
zi(Pz)-zi+ Itcli+l ) + <iej=hj- (fj(pi)-si+ I(s(j+ I)), 1 <i<r--1, 
B,(-z,(a,)+i,e,)= -6,+B,F,(cc,), 
B,(z,,(/l,,) + ire,.) = 6, - B,i,,(p,,), 
di. Zj(Si) = 0. 
Based on the estimate for sup{ IPilC), we have the desired estimate for the 
solution ~~(5). Finally, {Zi(r)+zi(r)}~=, and (ii}FCO are the desired solu- 
tion of (4.1k(4.5), and the estimate for this solution follows easily from 
those for {ii(~)] and {z~(T)}. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.9. There is .Q > 0 such that for 0 < E <Ed, the linear bound- 
ary value problem 
ZJT)‘- AJT, E) Zi(T) = F,(r), TE [ai, pi], 1 <i<v, (4.1) 
-?;(Si)-=i+I(C1,+,)+i,ei=hi, l<i<\l-1, (4.2) 
B,(z,(cr,))=h, (4.3)’ 
B?(Z”(B,,)) = 62, (4.4)’ 
d’ . z;( tl) = 0, 2<iQv-1, (4.5)’ 
admits a unique solution {zi(r)} I=, , {ii} ;I:. Moreover 
sup Izilc+ sup liil 
I<i<e I<r$rf-l 
G C( SUP lhil + is,1 + 16,l + sup Ig,Ic 
I<iCI~-l l<iGv 
++lp{lf,l.:i=21, 1 <kZ} 
+~~-‘sup{If~l~:i=21+1,O<fQZ)). 
ProoJ: With the same inhomogeneous terms {F;} r=, , {h,} I::, 6,) and 
6,, apply Theorem 4.1 to get a solution {z’i( r ) } y= , , { ci} I= 0 for the system 
(4.1)-(4.5). Let 
W,(T) = -T’(r, 01~) ioe,, 
W,.(T) = T’(5) p,,) Cve,., 
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and let 
Z\“(T) = F,(T)+ 'C,(T). 3/"(T) =2,,(T) + N',.(T), 
Z;."(T) =2,(T), 2<i,<\‘-1, 
-(I1 
4’ =;I +io, i,.-,=i,-,+ic, 
VIII _ - 
bi - 4r7 2<i<\‘- 1. 
It is obvious that ((z)“};=,, {ii.“),;::) thus obtained satisfies (4.1), 
(4.3)‘, (4.4)’ and (4.5)‘. However, (4.2) is not satisfied, with error terms 
Iz\“= co. (e, - T’(fl,, c(,) e,,), k!,‘1, = i,.(e,,- , - T’(q) /I,.) e,,), and hf.” = 0, 
2 6 i < v - 2. From the definition of e, and e,., 
IT’(t,O)e,-(f’(a,), -g~(u,j~‘g~(a,)f*(a,))l <ccc-;‘I, T 2 0, 
[T’(T, O)e,.- (.f’-‘(b,), -go,-‘(h,)~‘g’,-‘(b,)f’-‘(h,))l <c-e”’ , ‘5 6 0, 
by virtue of the fact that e,E&‘P,!,(O) and e,. E%‘P~,(O); see Lemma 3.5 and 
Lemma 3.7. From the definition of e, and e, ‘, we have 
I(f*(~,)~ -s.~(~,)~‘g2,(~,~f*(~,))--,l =Wj, 
l(fvp’(b,), -g:‘.-‘(h,)~~‘g’,-‘(b,)f’-‘(b,))-e,,~,( =O(.@). 
Therefore 
Ih( = 0(&B) 1: ) I 0, 
lh:.‘! ‘I = O(E”)li,,l. 
Suppose that so > 0 is small and 0 < E < so, and we can apply Theorem 4. I 
again with the inhomogeneous terms {Fi} E 0, 6, = 0, 6, = 0, and 
(h.} = f-h”‘). A gain apply the above procedure to adjust the solution 
and obtain ‘an approximation of the solution of system (4.1), (4.2), (4.3)‘, 
(4.4)‘, and (4.5)‘, but with 
Ih{“l = O(&q(h\“I 
lh!” ,I1 = 0(&B) Ih’” I L’ I 
h!2’=0 1 26i<v--2, 
Apply the indicated procedure repeatedly and we have 
lh)“l -+ 0, as j+ ,T~, l<i<v-1 
c Ihi.” < ic. 
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Finally, zi=Yi+y~, ‘j -‘I), 1 <ibr, and <i=~i+~,?lsi ‘I.‘), 1 < i < \’ - 1, 
is the desired solution of Theorem 4.9. The estimate for the solution also 
follows easily. The uniqueness of the solution of Theorem 4.9 can be proved 
exactly like the uniqueness of Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D. 
5. FORMAL POWER SERIES SOLUTIONS 
AND MATCHING PRINCIPLES 
Letf(t, E) be continuous and defined on t E J and I&( d E,,, J is an interval 
in R, bounded or unbounded, open or closed, and s0 > 0 is a constant. We 
say f( t, E) = O(P) if for any compact subinterval J, c J, there exists a con- 
stant C(J,) such that If(t, &)I < C(J,))E’~), tE.I,. We say thatf(t, E)=o(.?‘) 
if f( t, E)/E” + 0 uniformly in any compact J, , as E + 0. These notations are 
slightly different from the standard ones which require the uniformity in the 
whole interval J. We write the asymptotic expansion off(t, E) as 
f(t, El= f E@jO) (5.1) 
/=O 
iff(t,.s)=~~=OsJ~j(t)+O(s nr+’ ) for all rrr > 0. It is immediately obvious 
that if each (t?/&‘).f(t, E) exists and is continuous in (t, E), then the 
asymptotic expansion of f( t, E) exists and is completely determined by 
Taylor’s formula. Conversely, given any formal power series ~,“=. sj$,(t). 
there exists a (nonunique) asymptotic sum f( r, E) such that (5.1) holds 
(Borel-Ritt). By exploiting (5.1), we can define the sum, the product, and 
the composition with usual functions of any numbers of formal power 
series. We can also define the differentiation, integration, or the change of 
variables of the formal series using (5.1). 
We look for a power series solutions (c,?. s’X:( t), ~~zo s’Y,!(f)) in the 
regular region or (~,~,si.$(t), ~,7~o~‘~;(t)) in the interior or boundary 
layer region, which formally satisfies Eq. ( 1.1) in the indicated region, and 
satisfies boundary conditions at the initial and the terminal points. 
Moreover the jumps between the outer and the inner layers are o(E~) for 
all p > 0 (matching of the inner and the outer expansions). 
We shall denote functions with the argument (Xi(t), Y;(t), 0), e.g., 
f(X$ t), YA( t), 0), by fi(t); and denote functions with the argument 
(x;(t), y;(r), 0), e.g., f(&(r), yb(r), 0), by ii(t). Note that these notations 
are different from those in Section 4. 
5.1. Formal Power Series Solutions in the Regular Regions 
Let {Xj},?=o and ( Y,}FEo be any sequences of real vectors. Consider the 
formal asymptotic expansion 
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f ( il: E-ix,, i E'Y,, E) 
J=o j=O 
=.f(Xo, yo, O)+ f  E.‘{f,(XO, Yo, 0) X,+f,.(Xo, Yo, 0) Y, 
J=I 
+F,tX,, y,, .  .  .  .  x,-,, yj-,, .  .  .  .  w-(x,, Yo,O), .  . . . ) ,  (5.2) 
where F,( ... ) is a sum of multilinear forms on X,, Y,, . . . . X,-, , Y,- , and 
each term has the form 
pp’~$f(~,, yo, 0) ‘q, . . . p-l y;, . . y+, I-’ .I- 1’ (5.3) 
where i, 2 0 is an integer, and k,, . . . . k,- , , h,, . . . . h,- , , i,, and i, are multi- 
indices, satisfying k,+ ... +kjpI=i,, h,+ ... +hJp,=i,, and lk,l+ 
2lk,l + ... +(j-l)[k.ip,I + 111,l + 21hII + ... +(j- l)lhi_,l + i, = j. 
Consider the recursive equations 
f;(f) =f(Jm, y;(f), 0) 
0 = sw;(f,, y;(f), 0) 
(5.4)o 
J=;(f) =fYGf;(f), ygw, 0) qo, +f&Kyt), Y;(f), 0) Y;(r) 
+F;(x;, Y;, . . . . XJf,, y;-,. . ..) D”f(X& Y&O), . ..). 
q’:-,(f)= g.,(X;(r), Y;(t), 0) x;(t), +g,.(X$r), Y;(f), 0) Y;(f) 
(5.4), 
+G,(X;. Y;, . . . . X;p,, Y;-,, . . . . D’g(x;, Y;, o), . ..). 
where G., comes from the Taylor expansion of g(xJ?, E/X:, C,“=. E’Y~, E) 
and each term has the same structure as (5.2) and (5.3). 
Assume that the time that the trajectory stays near the ith slow manifold 
is t E [a,+ xjF=, &jr:(a), bi+ zJT!, &j(b)] , 1 < ib I. We also need to 
determine (~~(a)),?, and (~:(b))-~?,, 1 d i Q I, recursively. Taking into 
account the perturbation of ai and bi we have to compute each X,!(t), 0 <j, 
in a neighborhood of [ai, b,], say [a, - 6, bi + 61, although initially X;(t) 
and Y;(r) are defined in [a,, b,] only. 
The 0th order term (X;(t), Y:(r)) is known to satisfy (5.4),. If 
Xi(f), . ..) q,(f), Y;(f), . ..) Yj- , have been computed, our assumption (H, ) 
implies that 
Y:(t) = -gf.(f)p’g’,(f) Xi(t) + (a function of f) (5.5)” 
from the 2nd equation of (5.4)j. From the first equation of (5.4),, we have 
~~(f)=(f:(f)-ff,(f)g:.(f)~‘g:(t))X:(f)+(a function of f). 
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Using the solution map S’(r, s) defined previously in Section 2, we have 
X;(t) = S’(t, a,) Xf(a,) + (a function of t). (5.5)’ 
The problem would be completely solved if we can find X,!(a,) or Xj(b;), 
which are related by 
Xjb,) = S’(h;, a;) X#7,) + q, (5.5 1 
where the constant is computable and does not depend on Xi and Yi. In 
order to eliminate the trivial perturbation of a shift in the time r, which has 
already been taken care of by the series C,?!, &i(a) and x;E, &'ri(b), we 
assume that 
ei. x/y ti) = 0, j>l (5.6) 
where oi is such that 8;. %$t;) # 0, t,~ [ai, bi]. Equation (5.6) implies 
&a. i) . X;(ui) = qu, i), 
8(h, i). x;(bJ = q/7, i), 
(5.7) 
where e(u, i) = S*(u,, ri) Bi and 8(6, i) = S*(hi, ri) Bi, and * denotes the 
adjoint of an operator. Ci(u, i) and Ci(b, i) are computable without 
knowing X,! and Yj. 
Equations (5.5) and (5.7) shall be employed in the matching procedure 
to determine Xi(ui)(X$hi)), T:- ,(a), and T:- ,(6) recursively. 
5.2. Fortd Series Solutions.for the Interior Layers 
The equation for the interior layer is 
-Y’(T) = $(X(T), ,V(T), E), 
J”(T)= d-x(T), J”(T), E), 
(5.8) 
where T = 0 corresponds to t = b; + I,=?: I &j~j(b) in the outer layer ZJt) and 
t=u;+, + c,F=, E'T;+ ‘(a) in the outer layer Zi+ ,(t). We look for the formal 
series expansion (x;?! 0 E~X)T ), cJxC 0 &jyj.( T ) ), 1 6 i d I - 1, which formally 
satisfies (5.8) and matches with ZJt) (and Z,+,(r)) as T+ -‘x (T + =o). 
We have the recursive equations 
X;(T)' = 0, 
J';(T)' = g(X;(T), j';(T), 0). 
(5.9)cl 
We have assumed that -y;(r) (= constant .$,) and y:(T) are given, 
&(T) + G’(x;)(G’+‘(x;)) aS T  + -CC (5 -+ ‘~2): 
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x:(r)’ =f(xb, &J(T), O), (5.9), 
J’,(T)’ = &(x;, j(,(T), 0) X;(T) + g,.(X;, J&(T), 0) J’;(T) + &(-XL. J’;(T), oh 
.~j(T)'=P1(T)Si~,(T)+.l:.(T) J’;-,(T) 
+ F,m ,(xf, y;, . . . . .Y;-~, J’.;-,(T), . . . . o”f(-& Y;(T), 0)~ -), 
?':(5)'=8i,(T)St(T)+g1.(5) 1’;(T) 
(5.9)., 
+ G-J-Y;, J;, . . . . x-, , .,‘;p ,(T), . . . . D”g(X;, J’;(T), o), -), j> 2. 
Let the growth condition at T= fBx8 be 
J’;(T) E &Jo, j). (5.10) 
We also require that 
y;(o) I y;(o)‘. (5.11) 
Assume &, J$, . . . . X- , , JJ- , have been obtained, then from the first equa- 
tion of (5.9).,, 
X:(T) = x:(O) + (a function of T which is in E(0, j)), (5.12) 
~~.(~)=~j.(~)~~f(~)+~‘,(5).~~(O)+(afunctionofrinE(O,.~)). (5.13) 
In order that (5.13) has a solution $(T)E E(0, j), we need to choose x:(O) 
such that 
s 
x 
$i(T)*{$?L(T).Yj(o)+ (a fUnCtiOn OfT)) dT=o, 
-r 
or 
d;‘.qO)=d;. (5.14) 
If (5.14) is valid, there exists a unique solution Y:(T) of (5.13) satisfying 
both (5.10) and (5.11) for all 1 <idI- 1, 1 <j; see Lemma3.6. 
5.3. Formal Series Solutions for the Boundary Layers. 
The formal series solution (CT=, X:(T), x,?& y;(r)), i= 0 or Z, satisfies 
tk same equations (5.9),,, (5.9), , and (5.9), as the interior layers do. The 
growth conditions are 
J';(T) E E, +((I A, (5.15) 
~:(T)EE~-(O, j). (5.16) 
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Let i = 0 first. Assume that xy, JIM, . . . . ,K:- ,, ~‘f-, have been computed, and 
we have from (5.9)i that 
X;(T) =.x;(O) + (a function of ~ which is in E,+(O, j)), (5.17) 
.1,.P(~)‘=~~(r)1.9(5)+gO,(r)xp(O)+(afunctionofTinE,+(O,j)). (5.18) 
In order to satisfy (5.15), we have (Lemma 3.5) 
+ s ' ii'(t, G) &z(g) g;(a) de+(O) % 
+ (functions of ~ in ER +( 0, j)), 
y;(O) = &'(O) y;(O) + j" irO(O, a) o",(g) g;(o) de+(O) 
r 
+ (a vector in &f(O)). 
(5.19) 
From the Taylor expansion of B,(C &$‘(O), x ~j$(0), E) = 0, we have the 
recursive equations 
B,MjO), y:(o), 0) = 0, 
B,,(x& y:(o), 0) +N + &.(.dL .4m 0) Ypco) 
+ Blj(x;, y:(O), . . . . x;- ,, 1;"p ,(O), . . . . D"B,(x;, y;(O), 0), . ..) =O, (5.20) 
where B,j has the same structure as Fj. By our assumption xy, . . . . ypP ,(O) 
are known and B,j is a given vector in R ‘I. Substitute (5.19) into (5.20), 
and we have 
{B,,+B,,-[ o'(O, 0) &((T) g;(a) da 
+ B,,. . h;(O) y;(O) + C; = 0, (5.21) 
where C,? E Rd’ can be explicitly computed. 
Let M, , M, be two linearly independent subspaces. Define the projection 
P(M,, M,) in the space M, @M, with XP(M,, M,) = M, and 
BP(M,, Mz)=M,. As was pointed out immediately after (H5) in 
Section 2, 
((x, y):x~L,(0), y=G"(x)}cXB,. 
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Therefore (5.21) reduces to 
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Ospanf(Xd(a,), Y~(a,).O))sp(O))+CP=O. (5.22) 
Since K(O)Ospan.f(X~(a,), Yd(ar), Yd(u,),O)@@~(O) is complemen- 
tary to X3?, and 9, is surjective, we can solve (5.22) to obtain 
J’(R,(O)Ownf(Xd(u, 1, Y$a, 1, O), L,(O)) ~~(0) = dp, (5.22)’ 
&f(O) Y;(O) - G”W,(0), R,(O) 
Ospanf(X~(a,), Yd(ul),O)).u~(0)=ciP. (5.22)” 
Similarly, the same argument applies to (.t$ r ), j;(r)) and we conclude 
that based on B?(X E’.Y:(O), X s’y\(O), E) =O, (5.16), and (H,), we are able 
to obtain 
P(L,(I) 0 span f(X,‘(b,), Y,‘(b,), 0), R,(I)) ~$0)) = c,“+ ‘, (5.22)“’ 
&(O, y;(O)-G*+‘P(R,(Z), L,(f) 
0 span f(X,‘(b,), Y,‘(b,), 0)) .uf(O) = 2:. (5.22)” 
5.4. Matching of the Interior and Boundur?, Layers with the outer Lujlers 
The matching principle employed here is due to Van Dyke (see 
Eckhaus [S]). Since r =0 in the interior or boundary layers is identified 
with t=bi+z;?=,d~Jb) in Z,(t) and f=u,+,+~~,~,~-‘~~+‘(u) in Z,+,(t) 
of the outer layers, after a change of variable we have the so-called inner 
expansion of the outer layers, 
E XI 
c E’z; 
j=O ( 
bj+ c EkTS;(b)+&T 
k=l > 
= j!. E'zji(T, b, 4, (5.23) 
x 
( 
;5 
> 
% 
c Ejzj U,+ 1 &"T;;(U)+&T =,F, E-'=,(L 4 i), (5.24) 
/=O k=l 
where Z = (X, Y), z = (x, ?I) E R” x R”. Observe that in computing 
.xj(s, b, i), X;, . . . . X;(t), sf(b), . ..) t:(b) are needed. Assume that 
XA, _.., .I’;- ,(t), r:(b), . . . . T:- ,(6) are known, and we have 
~~(0, 6, i) = X,!(bi) + J?A(b,) T:(b) + . 
= X-Jbj) + f(X;(bj), Y;(bj), 0) r;(b) + . . . . (5.25) 
where . . . stands for a known vector. 
SOS 8.i 2-11 
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Since (5.23) formally satisfies the first two equations of (2.1), we have 
x,(7, 6, 9 =f:y(X;(bj), Y;(bi), 0) .y~p ,(7, b, i) 
+f,.(X6(bi), Yi(biL 0) pi- I(T, b, i) 
+F;-,(.u,, ~‘1, . . . . x-z, y,-2, . . . . D:f(f(x;(bi), Y,$b,),O), . ..). 
Y~(T, 6, i)’ = g.y(XA(bi), YX(bi), 0) ~j(7, 6, i) ( 5.26)i 
+ g,.(Xh(b,), YA(bi), 0) ?;(r, b, 0 
+ G.,(x,, ~1, . . . . x-, , yi-, , . . . . Dmg(X;(bi), Y;(bi), 0), . ..). 
It is clear that each z;(r, 6, i)EER-(0,j) and z,(T,u, i)EER+(O,j). Recall 
that X;(Z) and yj(r)~E~-(0,j) if 1 GiGI, and $7) and $(7)eER+(0, j) if 
0 < i Q I- 1. The matching principles from (2.13) are 
z~~(7)-zi(7, 6, i)e E,-(y, j), if 1 <i<Z; (5.27) 
z:(7)-zi(7,a,i+1)~ER+(y,j), if Ogi<l- 1. (5.28) 
If j= 0, then ~~(7, 6, i) = ZA(bi) and ~~(7, a, i + 1) = Zh+ ‘(a;, ,). Obviously 
in this case (5.27) and (5.28) are valid, due to the hypotheses on 
137) = (x;, r’;(7)). A ssume that (5.27) and (5.28) are valid for 0 G j< 
j,-- 1. We show that by choosing the proper subsidiary conditions we may 
have (5.27) and (5.28) for j= j,. Comparing the 1st equations of (5.26), 
and (5.9).i, we have 
x$7)-x,(7, b, i)=x;(O)-x,(0, 6, i) 
of cr which is in En-(y, j- 1)) da, 720, l<j<L 
In order to have x;( 7) - ~~(7, b, i) E E,-(7, j), we must have 
x;(O) - ~~(0, 6, i) + jop x {a function of 0 which is in E, -( y, j - 1) } do = 0. 
Rewrite it as 
x;(O) - X;(b,) -f(X;(bi), Y;(bi), 0) 7;(b) = C,(b, i), 1 <i<Z, (5.29) 
where we have employed (5.25). Similarly, we obtain 
x~~(0)-~~+‘(ai+,)-f(X~+‘(u,+,), Y;+‘(ai+,),O)r;+‘(u) 
= C,(u, i+ l), O<iQZ--1, (5.30) 
in order to have X;.(T)-xj(7,u,i+ l)~E~+(y,j). Both C,(b,i) and 
Ci(u, i+ 1) are explicitly computable. 
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Next , assuming that (5.27) and (5.28) are valid for the x-component, we 
claim that (5.27) and (5.28) are valid for the y-component without any 
additional subsidiary conditions. The proof is based on a comparison of 
the second equations of (5.9)j and (5.26), and an application of Lemma 3.5. 
Details may be found in Lin [ 193, thus shall not be rendered here. 
5.5. Determine the jth Order Expansions in the Interior, Boundary, and 
Outer Layers 
It remains to compute X,f(a,), Xj(b;), T.;(a), and t;(b) for 1 <i<Z, and 
x:(O), 0 d i 6 I. The equations to be satisfied are 
Xf(b,) = S’(b,, a,) XJai) + Ci, l<i<Z, (5.5) 
&a, i) .JL:(a,) = Cj(a, i), 1 <i<Z, 
8(6, i) X:(hi) = S;,(b, i), 
(5.7) 
l<i<Z, 
where 0(a, i) .f(Xj(a,), I’:(a,), 0) #O and B(b, i) .f(X#bi), YJb;), 0) #O; 
d; .x;.(O) = dj, l<i<Z-I. (5.14) 
P(R,(0)Ospanf(xd(al), Yi(a,),O),OL L,(O))-$W)=f’p, (5.22)’ 
P(L,(Z)@spanf(X$b,), Y,‘(b,), 0), 0), R,(Z)) ~$0) = e:+ ‘, (5.22)“’ 
.uj(O) - Xf(h;) -f(X:(h,), Yj(bi), 0) t;(b) = C,(b, i), 1 <i<Z, (5.29) 
-~:(O)-X:+‘(a,+,)-f(X~(a,+,), Y~(a,+,LO)r~+‘(a) 
= C,(a, i+ 1), O<i<Z-1. (5.30) 
Let P(a, i) (P(b, i)) be the projection in R”, with the range being TM,-, 
(TM,) for 1 6 i6 Z, and the kernel being spanf(Xi(a,), Yi(a,), 0) 
(vanf(XA(bj), Y8bi), 0)). F rom (5.29) and (5.30) we have 
P(a,i+ 1)($(O)--Xf+‘(a,+,)) 
=P(a,i+l)C,(a,i+l), O<i<Z-1, (5.31) 
P(b, i)(xj(O)-- X:(bi))= P(b, i) C,(b, i), 1 <i<Z. (5.32) 
From (5.14), 
d,(Z- P(b, i)) x:(O) = df. 
We can solve (I- P(b, i)) x;(O) from this. Similarly, we can solve 
(I- P(a, i+ 1)) x;(O). Let 
(I- P(b, i)) x;(O) = d,(b, i), l<i<Z-1, (5.33) 
(I-P(a, i+ l))xj(O)=d,(a, i+ l), l<i<Z-I. (5.34) 
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Subtract (5.32) from (5.31), and we have 
P(b,i)X:(b,)-P(a.i+1)Xf+‘(a,+,)=C,, 1 di61- I. (5.35) 
We compute 
P(MO), L(O) + wnf’(X~(a,), Yd(u,), 0)) ,u,O(O) (5.36) 
and 
p(spanf(Xi(a,h Yd(a,), 0). R,(O) + L,(O)) -$W) (5.37) 
from (5.22)‘. We then obtain 
P(MO), L(O)) PC4 1) J+,) (5.38) 
from (5.31). Similarly, we obtain 
P(L(4, KV) + span f(X$b,), Y,‘(b,), 0)) .uj(O), (5.39) 
p(wn fW,‘(b,), Y,‘(h), O), MI) + L,(I)) .$(O), (5.40) 
P(LV), R,(O) P(b, 1) X;(h). (5.41) 
Observe that we have the obvious formulas 
P(b, i) s’(bj, ai) = P(b, i) Si(bi, ai) P(a, i), l<i<I, 
P(b, i) S’(bi, U;)ldp,d.i)= s’(bi, u;; TM;, TM,+ l), l<i<I, 
P(R,(i), L,(i)) S’(bi, a,; TM,, TM,- ,) 
=Si(bi, ui; TM,, TM,-,) P(R,(i- l), L,(i- l)), ldi<Z. 
Therefore from (5.5) we have 
PW,(i), L(i)) P(b, i) X,f(bJ 
= S(bi, ui; TM,, TM,- 1) P(R,(i- l), L,(i- 1)) P(u, i) X,~(U,) 
+ P(R,(i), L,(i)) P(b, i) Cj. 
Similarly, we have 
P(L,(i- l), R,(i- 1)) P(u, i) Xj(u,) 
=S(ui, bi; TM,- I, TM,) P(L,(i), R,(i)) P(b, i) A’j(bi) 
-P(L,(i- l), R,(i- 1)) P(u, i) S(u,, b;) C.;, 
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from which we compute 
and 
Pi&.(i), L,(i)) P(a, i+ 1) xi+ ‘(a;+ ,), l<i<l-1, (5.42) 
based on (5.38), where (5.35) has been employed. We can also compute 
P(UI’), R,(i)) P(b, 4 Jqb,) 
and 
P(L(i), R,(i)) p(a, i+ 1) Xj+‘(u,+ ,), l<i<l-1, (5.43) 
based on (5.41), where (5.35) has also been employed. Add the results of 
(5.42) and (5.43), and we obtain 
P(a, i+ lM;+‘(a,+,), 06i61-1 
and 
P(b, i) Xjb;), 1 <i<Z. 
From (5.31) and (5.32), we obtain 
P(a,i+l)xf(O), Obidl-1 
and 
P(b, i) x;(o). l<iQZ. 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
From (5.33) and (5.34), we obtain 
x;(o), l<i,<l-1, 
P(span f(Xi(a, h YA(al), 01, TM,) ,$(O) and P(span f(X,'(b,), Y,'(b,), O), 
TM,) xj(0) may be obtained from (5.22)’ and (5.22)“‘. Therefore we obtain 
$‘(O) and x,‘(O). This completes the calculation of 
Let us write 
xj( O), O<i<Z. (5.46) 
x:(ai) = 04 4 xJ(Qi) + pj(U> i)f(X6(ui), YG(U,), 0), 
xj(bi) = P(b, i) x;(bi) + p,(b, i)f(Xh(b,), YA(bi), 0). 
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It is clear that ~,(a, i) and pj(b, i) may be obtained form (5.7), and this 
completes the calculation of 
X:(ai), X:(bj), 16161. (5.47) 
Finally, we compute 
T;(a), T;(b), l<l<I, (5.48) 
from (5.29) and (5.30). 
Let us recall how (5.46), (5.47), and (5.48) imply {x~(T)};+ 
{Y;(T)};=o, {JqQ)j=,, and { Y;(r)} j= r. X,!(r) may be obtained from (5.5)’ 
and Y;(t) from (5.5)“. .$(r) may be obtained from (5.12) for 1 <i<Z- 1 
and j’;(t), 1 GiGI- 1, is uniquely solvable from (5.13), (5.10), and (5.11) 
since (5.14) is valid. From (5.18)‘, to compute ?;o(r) we need &(O) y;(O), 
which can be obtained in (5.22)“. Similarly &(O) ~$0) can be obtained in 
(5.22)‘” and $5) is computable. 
6. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
We have obtained in Section 5 the formal power series expansions for the 
outer layers I;‘?=, .$A!:( t), I,?=, .sjY:(t), 1 < i < I, I E [ai, bi], and the formal 
power expansions for the interior and boundary layers x;z, dx)~), 
&?=,&jj$(T), TER, 1 <isI- 1, TER + for i=O, TER- for i=Z. The inner 
and outer layers are matched through the determination of the formal 
power series x,?!!, &jrj(a) and I,“= L &j~i(h) which serve as the perturbation 
of ai and bj, 1~ i< I. The matching 1s achieved through the asymptotic 
matching principle described in Section 2. First the inner expansions of the 
outer layers are calculated in (2.12~), then the auxiliary parameters are 
determined so that (2.13) is satisfied for all j B 0, 1 < i < I. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since (5.4), is obtained from the Taylor expan- 
sion of (2.1), it is clear that the residual error for the truncations of the 
outer expansion { (xy= 0 &-&j(t), ~,f=o&iY;(t)): lE [Uj+~,P_, &jT;(U)+E', 
bi+ x,!‘=, d~i(b) - E~]}~=, is O(sp’ ‘) in the slow variable t. Therefore in 
the fast variable r the residual error is O(sp+‘) for the equation of x and 
O(E P+ ‘) for the equation of y. 
Similarly, (5.9), is obtained from the Taylor expansion of (2.1) in the fast 
variable T, thus for the truncations of the inner expansion {(CJP,O~i~$~), 
~,"=,dy~(~)): TE[--&~,&~] for l<i’<f-1, se[O,d-‘1 for i=O 
and TE[--E p-’ 0] for i= I}, the residual error is O(sPc’) in every 
compact subinteival which does not depend on E. For a uniform estimate 
for (T( <.&‘, recall that x$T)EE(O, j) and Fie E(0, j), therefore the 
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residual error for the equation of x is O(E (.srl P, = O(sflppf ‘) and the residual 
error for the equation of y is 0( l&t1 p + ‘) = O(E~‘~+ I’). If translated into the 
slow variable t, the residual error is (O(sBp), O(E~‘~+ I’)) in the equation of 
(x, y), respectively. 
The boundary error is Bi(x, J, E) = O(sp+ ‘), i = 1, 2, following from the 
Taylor expansion of Bi(,y, y, a), i = 1, 2, easily. 
The jump error may be obtained with the aid of x.Ti, E'z,(T, a, i) (or 
xi:, &jzi(r, h, i)). For example, 
+ ,go F~z,( - 5, b, i) - f :  &jzj( -T) 
;=o r=d-l 
<CI&.E’-‘Ip+‘+h.o.t <CIEI~‘~+“, .\ 
from the matching principle (2.12) and (2.13). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let the formal approximation obtained from a 
truncation of the formal power series expansion be denoted by 
1 
P 
1 E-‘Zj ET), i= 21, l<l<I, 
Z,(T, p) = j;O 
1 &G;(5), i=21+ 1, O<l<Z, 
/=O 
where zi(r, p) = (x;(T, p), ~‘,(r, p)), 1 <id V, etc. From Theorem 2.1, 
-x;(T, P)’ - &f (-u;(T, P), J’i(5 P), &’ fi(r) 
O(Epf2) if i=21, 1 <l<I, 
= qEBP+I) 
i if i=21+ 1, 06161; 
?‘i(rv PI’- g(-v;(T, P), l’;(T, P), E) “” g,(T) 
i 
o(E”+‘) if i=21, 1 <f<Z, 
= qEmP+ II) if i=21+ 1, Ogl<Z; 
Zi(fii, P)-Z,+,(tl,+,, JJ) 2’ hi=O(EB’P+“); 
B,(,y,(u,, P), l’,(a,, p), E) $? 5, =O(&P+‘); 
&(.u,@,., p), .V,,(p,s, p), E) 2f 8, = O(EP+ ’ ), 
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where 7 -I(t, p) is defined for T E [ai, pi], 1 < iQ v= 2Z+ 1, with 
(i) ~j=a,l&+~~=,&J~'Tf(a)+&~-', 
F’, if i=21, 16161; 
pi = b,/E + ~&, E’- ‘r;(b) - 
(ii) ai= -d-‘, p;= .&’ if i=21+ 1, 1<1<Z- 1; 
(iii) ;1,=0, /I,=&‘, z,,= -&‘, and p,,=O. 
Write the exact solution as (~~(5, p) +X,(T), yr(Tr p) + yi(T)), where 
TE [Cr,+d~r~, /?;+LI/~~]. We assume d~~=db,=O if i=21+ 1, O<l,<I. The 
equation for zi(r)= (xi(r), ,ri(t)) is 
*yi(T)‘=&f(-yi(T, J’) +-yi(T)y J’i(T, p) + J’,(T), E) 
-&f(-yi(T, PIT J’;(Tt P), E)-.L(T), (6.1,, 
I’l(T)’ = g(-xi(Tt P) + .y,(T), .Yj(T, p) +J’,(T). E) 
- g(-ui(T, P)Y ?‘i(T, PI, E) - gi(T), l<i<v, (6.1 jR 
zi(Bi+dBi)-=i+I(G1,+I+dcI,+I) 
=‘-r+I(a,+,+dai+,,p)-zi(S,+dBi,p), l<i<v-1, (6.2) 
B,(x,(a,, P)SX,(~,), ?‘,(a,, p)+ J’,(“,), E)=O, (6.3) 
~*(-~,aL PI +-~AP,,), Y”(B,., PI + Y,,(A), 8) = 0, (6.4) 
d’.Zi(Ti)=o, 26iQ\v- 1, (6.5) 
where d’ and T,, 1 Q i< v, are defined in Section 4. We shall use the results 
of Section 4, and to this end write the equation in the linear variational 
form : 
For i=21, l<l<I, 
Xi(T)' - Ef;(&T) Xi - &f;.(ET) ?‘i = F”;, 
[t'i(T) + gf.(ET)-'gL(ET) *Ye]' 
-~~.(ET)[~'~(T)+~~.(ET)-'~~(ET)-Y~(T)]=~~, 
where 
q= Fyfi, xi, y;, E) 
(6.1);. 
(6.1); 
=ff(-xi(T, J’) + -xi(T), J’i(Tr p) + J’i(T)y E) 
-‘f(*vi(Tv P)Y J’i(T, P)T E) -f,(T) 
-&‘:.f(x;(T~ P)Y J’i(Tv Ph 6) Zt(T)+‘(Dzf(Xi(Tt PI, J’i(T, P), 6) 
- D;f(.xi(T, Oh .l’i(T, O), 0)) Zi(T) 
= O(E (=;I * + E2 lZil + I-L.1 ); 
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F; = s;( gi, Xi, ,I’;, E) 
= .dX;(T, P) +-u;(T), J’j(T, J’) + yi(T), E) 
- g(Xi(T, P), 1’z(Tv P), E) 
- D: d-Yi(Tr P), Yi(T, Pj, E) ;I(T) + (D, gbj(T, pj, J-,(5 p), 6) 
- Dr g(-yi(T, oh J’i(T, oh 0)) =,(Tj 
-gi(T)+ [gl,(ET)~‘g’,(ET)]‘Xi(T) 
+ gf.(&T)~~‘g:(&T)(&f(li(T; p) f-Y;(T), J’i(T, p)+ y;(T), E) 
-&f(-yi(T, P)T ?‘;(T* P), &)-L(T)) 
= O( Izi12 + & lz;l + I g,l + IL ). 
For i=21+ 1, O<l<Z, 
Xi(T)' = s;, 
pi'-g:(T)Xi(T)--g:.(T) yi(T)=Pb, 
where 
(6.1 1.; 
(6.1); 
=&f(Xi(T, J’)+-ui(T)y ?,i(Tr p)+ y;(T), E) 
-‘f(-‘i(T~ P), J’;(T, P), E)-fifi(T) 
= W&l=;l + Ifi ); 
$i= g(*‘i(T> P) + -‘i(T)* l’i(T, P) + J’l(T), E) - g(-xi(Ty p), J’,(T. J’), E) 
- D; g(-‘,(T, P), Ij(T, P). E) z;(T) 
+ CDzg(X,(T* P), ?‘i(T, P)t &I-DD;g(Xi(T, O), .I!,(57 O), 0)] Z;(T)-g,(T) 
=O((z;l’+dIzil + IgJ). 
To compute the jumps we shall need the following estimates for i = 21, 
1 6 f 6 I, which can be verified directly : 
I’:I 6 c(lzil + IhI + Igil)? 
Iz;(., P)“l < CEZ, 
lzi(.7 O)’ - =j(‘, p)‘l Q CC’, 
;i(P,)-=i+I(~,+*)+li(Bi, O)‘dB, 
--=,+I (‘X l+L?“)‘dXi+l=Xi, l<iQv-1 (6.2)’ 
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where 
AC= &y7i, zj, Ajj, Aai+, , E) 
= ii - zr+ I (ai+ I ) - Gi(Bi + APi) 
-~i+,(~;+,+&+,)) 
+‘i+l(ai+l +dcri+17 P)Fzi(Bj+dfii, p) 
-zi+,ca,+,, P)+zi(Bi9 Pjmh, 
-:i+ lfai+ Ir P)’ da;+ I + zi(Pl~ P)’ d/3, 
+ C’i(Bt? O)‘-‘i(Pi7 PI’1 APi 
+ C;~+I(~,+I, ~)‘-~i+,(ar+l,O)‘] Aa,+, 
= O(lill lABi + Ii:+ ,I I&+ ,I + lzl’( ., p)I 
x lABi12+ I4’+1(., P)I IAai+ll’+ lh;l 
+I=~(.~O)‘-~~(.,~)‘IIA/~~I+I=;+~(~,O)’-~~+~(.,P)‘~AC~;+~~) 
=O(lhil +E’(IApil + IA~;+,l)+~~(lAfl;l~+ lA~(i+l/~) 
+(l~~l+lfil+l~~l)l~B~l+l(~~+~l+lfi+~l+l~~+~~)lA~~+~l)~ 
Recall that Aa,=A/3,=0 for i= 2f+ 1, 0 <I< 1. Therefore either 
Zi(fli, O)‘=&f’(E/l;), i=21, or i;+ ,(Ui+ ,, O)‘=$+‘(EIY~+,), i+ 1 =21. Define 
ii=EAB, (or -&AU,+,), e,=fi(sj?i) (or f’+,(~a,+,)) for i=2f (or 
i+ 1 = 21), and we can rewrite (6.2)’ as 
Zj(Pj)-=;+,(Cli+,)+iie,=~C’ 
with ~i=O(lhil +&Iii1 + lii12+(1/~)(I=2,1 + Ifx + IgJ) liil). 
The boundary equations can be written as 
(6.2)” 
h=,(a,)=b,, (6.3)’ 
&=,J3,J = b,, (6.4)’ 
where 
b, = b,(6 ,, =I, El= CD,B,(-y,(a,, 01, Y,(a,, Oh 0) 
-D,B,(-~,(a,, P), I’,(a,, PL Y,? Ph &)I ~,(~I) 
-Z,- {B,(x,(a,, PI+-u,(a,), y,(a,, p)+y,(a,),E) 
- B,(-x,(a,, P), I’,(a,, P)? 6) 
-D,B,(-~,(a,, P), .v,(a,, P), E) z,(a,)l 
=O(EIz,J+1z,(*+Ii;,l); 
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We look for solutions of the system (6.1);, (6.1);, (6.1);‘, (6.1);, (6.2)“, 
(6.3)‘, (6.4)‘, and (6.5) in the Banach space 
({z,);=,, .(;;);:;)E fi C1Cai-6,p,+6,~‘n’R-+~, 
,=I ,=I 
where 6 > 0, with the s-dependent norm defined as 
Let an open subset CJE) be defined as 
Cd(E) = ((z,}:= 17 {Cj);Z:: II{Zi}v (Ci}llc<6). 
Applying Theorem 4.9 to our system we have an abstract equation 
({z,}:‘=,, {;i>~=:)=~~l.({~*I:,~~)~=,, {Y};:;, b,, b,) 
=~(~~,);~,,{;;)~:.~,,{fr}:.~,,jgi}~~,,{~i)~~:,~,,~,). 
(6.6) 
We observe that although Theorem 4.9 only gives the solution for the 
linear equation is 5 E [cri, pi], however, ~~(5) extends to [oz- 6, PI+ S], 
here SC’ is the extended solution map. Moreover, estimates for 
sup 1 ~i~~~lz:I.IC~,-j,P,+a~ can be easily obtained from the estimate in 
Theorem 4.9 and the equation itself. We look for a fixed point of the 
mapping 
@: fi C’II,-~,B~+~,~‘~‘R~+~~. 
i= I r=l 
Now for any O<fl< 1, ifp>, 1 is such that fi(p+ l)> 1, we have 
Ilot O7 {.Lfi), { <gi}7 {hi}9 gk3 a2)ll~ 
=o -+-+++++++ 
( 
IA-l IgIl I521 lgil IJ’l.=2/ lLli=21+t 
& E &P > 
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It is also straightforward to verify that if 6 > 0 is sufficiently small, then 
there is s0 > 0 such that if E < sO, 
and is a contraction in the indicated norm. Therefore, we have a unique 
fixed point ((z,);= ,, {[i};::) in C&(E). Moreover 
sup kil C’[X, -- 6. /I, + 61 + , <,<, _, liil = w&B’p+ l’). sup 
I <i<L, . .’ 
Observe that in order to form a solution of (2.1), we need E to be suf- 
ficiently small such that da,, , (or Api)= (l/s) ci= O(sPCPf’)-‘) < 6. It is 
also clear that 
IQJ - %,,tI d E . ;;, (I& + l~P;l) = o(@p+ ‘9. (6.7) 
We can now define 
LK,(~) = v &&), t = ETv 7E [cc,+Acci7 ~j+A~i]}~ I=1 
where 
&J7) = z;(7, p) + z;(7), 5 E [l~i + Atl,, pi + A/l;]. 
To obtain the estimates for dist(z,,,,,(t), z(t, p)), we have to choose for 
each 7 in the domain of z:,,,,(7) (or zi(~, p)) a TV in the domain of z,(T, p) 
(or z :xact(~)) such that 
IZi(Tlr P)-&,&)I (Or I=:x&,)-Zik P)I) 
is small. For 7~ [cc,+ Act,, pi+ A/3;] n [cc,, pi], let T, =T and we 
have Izi(t, p) - zkXaCt (T)I 6 lzilC. Otherwise choose (T, - 71 = IAor,l (or 
IA~,~)=O(E~(~+“-~), and thus Izi(7, p)-z&,(T,)~ = O(E~‘~+‘~) (or 
I; &t(~)-~i(~,r p)I =O(E~‘~+‘) )). Here recall zi( , p)’ = O(E) for i= 21. 
We have proved (2.16) for large p such that /?( p + 1) > 1. For an 
arbitrary integer p > 0, we can choose ~5 so large that fi( p + 1) > p + 1. 
Accordingly dist(z,,,,,(t), z(t, p)) = O(E ‘p+ I’). It is straightforward to verify 
that 
dist(z(t, p), z(t, p)) = O(E~(~ + I’). 
Therefore the desired result in (2.16) follows. To prove (2.17), we need the 
estimates 
dist(z comp(f,~)-Z(t,p))=O(&B(P+“), (6.8) 
dist(z comp(4 P)-h,mp(fr P))=aE’p+“). (6.9) 
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The estimate in (2.17) then follows easily. To show (6.8), we only need to 
compate :comp.i (t, p) (see (2.14)) with ,-(t, p) on [a,+E;=, &jr;(u), 
bi+ r;=, drf(b)], which is further divided into regular and boundary 
regions with the length of the boundary layers being cB. We then use the 
property of Cip_0 c-jzi(( t - ai)/& -XT=, tip 'T:(U), a, i), i.e., it is close to 
x,,“=O Z;(t) in the boundary layer near t = ai, and is close to 
~.~==&Ei~~~l((f-u,)/&--~=, & '-'T)(U)) in the regular layer and the bound- 
ary layer near t = 6,. Similar consideration is also given to another term 
~;zo~'zi((t -b,)/a-EYE=, E'-'r:(b), b. i) in zcomp,,(tr p). Estimate (6.9) can 
be proved by the same argument. Let w  corresponding to p be denoted by 
w(p). From (6.7) we have /w(p) -w,,,,~I = O(E~‘~+“). It is easy to show 
that Iw( p) - o( p)I = O(E ‘P+ I’). Thus (2.18) follows easily. Q.E.D. 
7. SINGULARLY PERTURBED PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
Problems concerning the existence of periodic solutions to the singularly 
perturbed system 
(7.1) 
.Y E R”’ and J’E R”, are closely related to the boundary value problem (1.1). 
We shall use all the notations in Section 2. As in Section 2, assume that the 
0th order slow manifold y;‘, 1 6 i < Z, is hyperbolic near (X,$ t), Yi( t)), 
TV [a;, b,], which is a solution of (2.2), i.e., we assume condition (H,) as 
in Section 2. Again the dimensions of the stable and unstable spaces of g, 
are denoted by dp and d+, which are independent of 1~ i< I. Assume 
that .~b=X~(b,)=X~+‘(a,+,), 1 <i<l, where X~+‘(U,+~) is Xt(a,); 
(x;, y;(r)), T E R, 1 < i< I, is a heteroclinic solution of (2.3), connecting 8 
to x+1, where y[+ , is yr. The outer layers {(X;(t), Y:(t)), t E [ai, b,] ), 
1 d i < I, and the inner layers ((xb, y;(r)), T E R j, 1 d i 6 1, thus form a 
closed cycle. We expect that under some additional conditions there exists 
a unique periodic solution of (7.1) near the 0 th order closed cycle when 
E > 0 is small. 
Consider the linear homogeneous equation (2.5) and the adjoint 
equation (2.6). Assume that &(T)' and t,bi(r), T E R, 1 Q i<I, are the only 
bounded solutions of (2.5) and (2.6), respectively, up to a scalar multiple. 
Assume (H,) and (H3) as in Section 2, but with 1~ i < I. We need to define 
the hyperbolicity of the closed cycle of the reduced flow on 3, yz, . . . . 9,. 
Let S’( t, s) be the solution map for the linear equation (2.11). Detine 
Si(fzr f,; z2, z,) for Cl,, tJ= Cai, bjl and Z;, @f(X6(t,), YA(r,), 0) = 
z* Of(Xg(t,), Y;)(t?), 0) = R” just like those in Section 2. 
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DEFINITIONS. Let TM,= {x~R~~d~~x=O) for 1 <i<Z, TM,= TM,. 
The periodic solution Vf= I (X;(t), t E [aj, bi]) of (2.20) is said to be hyper- 
bolic if the composite map JJr=, S’(h,, a,; TM,, TM,_ ,): TM, + TM, is 
hyperbolic. 
The main assumption of this section is: 
(H4,pd) The periodic solution V,‘=, (X;(r), IE [ai, bi]) of (2.20) is 
hyperbolic. 
Observe that (H4.pd) implies the existence of a stable space f.,(O) and an 
unstable space R,(O) of the map nf=, Si(bi, a,; TM,, TM,-,) with 
L,(O) 0 R,(O) = TM,. We can define L,(i) and R,(i), 1 6 i 6 Z, just as in 
Section 2. We also remark that the linearized flow around the periodic 
solution Vl= ,(X;(t), TV [ai, b,]) of (2.20) has an exponential trichotomy 
with a one-dimensional center space spanned by { %A( t)} f=, . Here we need 
a generalization of the concept of the exponential trichotomy to piecewise 
continuous linear systems. Exponential trichotomy on the slow manifold 
was used to study singularly perturbed periodic solutions by Bettelli and 
Lazzari [ 3 11. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that {X;(t), Y;(t)}:=,, TV [ai, bi], is given 
which satisfies (2.2) and {xi, yb(5)):=, is given which satisfies (2.3) and 
(H,)-(H,,,) us made in this section are satisfied. Then there exist .formul 
power series : 
(i) ~,??=osJ’X~(t), ~,"_,dY)t), 1 <i<Z, tE [a;, bi], 
(ii) XT-0 E/.$(T), x;To &'J$(T), 1 <i< Z, TER, and 
(iii) C .,xco &‘T;(U), ~,?, &jr;(b), 1 d i < 1, 
with the functions X:(t), Y;(t), X)-T), J';(T) and the constants T:(U), T.;.(b) 
computable by systems of linear equations and the auxiliary constants for the 
solutions of the linear equations determined by the asymptotic matching 
principle. 
Moreooer, for any integer p > 0 and 0 < 1-3 < 1, ~fz( t, p) and z,,,& t, p) are 
defined as in Section 2, with Z:(T) sf Z;(T), for t E [0, 01, and are periodic 
with period o = xf=, { (bi - ui) + I,!‘= 1 &j(rj(b) - T:(U))}, then z(t, p) and 
Acomp( t, p) are formal approximations of (7.1). The jump errors for z( t, p) 7 
are O(E~‘~+ “) while icomp (t, p) is continuous. The residual errors for z(t, p) 
and =comp (t, p) are us listed in Theorem 2.1. 
Finally, there is Ed > 0 such that for 0 < E < Ed, there exists a unique exact 
periodic solution z,,,,~( t) of system (7.1) with period w,,,,~, Iw - o,,,,~/ = 
O(E), and dist(r,,,,,(t), z(t, p)) = O(E). We have the estimates 
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dWexact (f),z(t, p))=o(&p’p+‘)), 
dist(=,,,,,(r), ~,,~(t, P)) = O(cP+ ‘1, 
(w - o,,,,tI = 0(&p+ ‘). 
The proof of Theorem 7.1 is similar to the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, 
or even simpler at certain points. We still need a splitting on each TM,, 
L,(i)@ R,(i) = TM,, which comes from the hyperboiicity of the solution 
Vf= ,(xh(f), TV CG b,l), (see H 4,pd)). When computing the higher order 
expansions, there is no need to consider matching of J variables, however, 
there are matching conditions which determine X:(a,), X,!(bi), 7:(a), 7:(b), 
and s:(O) for 1 Q i 6 Z, j> 1. The solvability of a system of algebraic equa- 
tions which determines Xi(ai), etc., relies on the hyperbolicity of the linear 
composite map nl=, S’(h,, a,; TM,, TM,-,): TM,+ TM,. In order to 
show the validity of the formal series expansions we consider a linear 
periodic system 
z;(r)‘-Ai(7, E) Z,(T) = Fi(7), 7 E Ccri, PiI, 
2~(B~)-zj+ Itcli+ I) + 5iejchjt (7.2) 
d’ . z;(r,) = 0, 
for - m < i < x;. System (7.2) is a linearization to (7.1) for 1 < i < 21 just 
as system (4.1), (4.2) and (4.5) is to system (2.1). For 1 >i and i>21, the 
coefficients of (7.2) come from a 21 periodic extension in the index i. 
System (7.2) can be solved by the method of iteration, just as system 
(4.1)-(4.5) in Section 4. Again the essential role is played by the hyper- 
bolicity in the variables, x and j; similar to the situation in Section 4. 
Details shall not be rendered here. 
We remark that hypothesis (H 4,pd) can be weakened. Theorem 7.1 is 
valid if JJ:=, S’(b,, a,; TM,, TM,- ,): TM, + TM, is nondegenerate, i.e., 
one is not an eigenvalue for that map. However, we would not have a 
splitting TM, = L,(i) @ R,(i). 
EXAMPLE. Consider the traveling wave solution of the FitzHugh- 
Nagumo equation which satisfies a system of ordinary differential equa- 
tions in R3, 
14’ = 11, (7.3) 
0 = eo - [f(u) - N-1, (7.4) 
iv’=&&‘(u-p). (7.5) 
For E = 0, )v’ = 0, 1~ is a parameter for Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4). The function 
f(u) has the qualitative form of a cubic polynomial, and for definiteness, we 
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take f( u) = -u( u - fi j( u - 1 ), where 0 < fl< 4. For G < w  < G, the equation 
f(u) - w  = 0 has three zeros, U,(W) < uO( W) < u2( w). See Fig. 3. 
LEMMA 7.2. There is 0, > 0 such that .for 0 d 8 d 8,, system (7.3), (7.4) 
possesses a unique heteroclinic solution connecting (u,(w), 0) to (Us, 0) 
if w=w,(@). Here w,(0) is a C” fkction, w,(e)‘<0 for 0<0<8,, 
w,(f$,) = 0, and w,(O) is such that j$S:$\\[f(u) - w,(O)] du = 0. Also for 
0 < 8 < 8,) system (7.3 ), (7.4) possesses a unique heteroclinic solution connec- 
ting (uz(w), 0) to (uL(w), 0) if w= w,(B). Here w,(e) is a C” function, 
n12(e)f > 0 for 0 d 8 < e,, arui ~~(0) = W,(O). 
Forthecubicpolynomialf(u)= -u(u-~)(u-1),O<j3<~.Thelemma 
can be proved by computing the heteroclinic solution and the parameter 
u’,(8) explicitly; see Casten, Cohen, and Lagerstrom [2]. The same results 
also hold for the more general cubic type function f(u). A proof can be 
obtained by phase-plane analysis ; see Smoller [27]. 
Let II’ E (r?, r?) and consider the equilibria (U,(W), 0) and (uz( w), 0) for 
(7.3) and (7.4). Since df(u,)<O and df(u?)<O, it is clear the (u,,O) and 
(uz, 0) are saddle points with eigenvalues 
Je2-4df(u) 
2 ’ 
(7.6) 
where u = U,(W) or Us. If 8 > 0 and ril E (ii;, G) are such that system (7.3) 
and (7.4) has a heteroclinic solution (ii(r), C(T)) connecting (u,( 9), 0) to 
(uz(cs’), 0) or (u,(G), 0) to (u,(G), 0), the conditions on (0, w) near (8, 61) 
for system (7.3) and (7.4) to have a hetroclinic solution near (ii(~), C(T)) 
FIGURE 3 
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can be obtained by the method of Lyapunov-Schmidt with application of 
exponential dichotomies (Palmer [23], see also Hale and Lin [13]). Since 
the unstable manifold for (u,(G), 0) or (uZ(G), 0) is of dimension one, if 
(ii(r), L?(T)) is a heteroclinic solution from (t4,(1v), 0) to (u,()I’), 0) (or 
(uz( IV), 0) to (u,( IV), 0)), then (ii(s)', G(T)') spans the one-dimensional space 
of bounded solutions of the linearized equations of system (7.3) and (7.4) 
around (c(r), a(t)), 
Under these conditions, it can be shown that (0, N,) has to satisfy a bifurca- 
tion equation 
G(B, M’) = 0, 
whose solution near (8, C) corresponds to a unique heteroclinic solutions 
near (ii(s), C(T)). Moreover, 
(7.8) 
and here (t,b,(z), ti2(2)) is the unique bounded solution, up to a scalar mul- 
tiple of the adjoint system 
@l(T)‘-df(fi(T)) $kT)=o, 
+2(T)‘+ ‘h,(T) + e’bz(T) =o. 
Observe that if X(T) is a fundamental matrix of a linear equation, 
(X-'(T))* is a fundamental matrix of its formal adjoint equation. Let (:I:;:) 
form one column of the fundamental matrix X(T) of the linearization of 
system (7.3) and (7.4). We readily find that a column of (X-'(T))* is 
(det X(T))-'( ;,!i;!‘). since det X(T) = ceer, without loss of generality, c = 1, 
we have e1(5) = -i?(s)' e-Or and I)~(T) = ii(r)' epsr. Substituting into (7.7) 
and (7.8) we have 
dG(8, C) x 
se =--* s 
[fi(T)]‘, e-“dT>O 
aG(8, C) 
= attl s 
= 
_ r e 
-“ii(T)‘dT= 
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Case 1 (or case2) occurs if (ii(t), C(T)) connects (u,(MI),~) to (uJM~),O) 
(or (Us, 0) to (u,(ut), 0)). Therefore aG(a, $)/do>0 in case 1 and 
i?G(8, ~t)/dw < 0 in case 2. 
Remark 7.3. According to the partial derivatives of G(g, c), G(0, ~1) = 0 
has a C” solution MT= IV(~) locally, with &(0)/&J <O in case 1, and 
drrjB)/dB > 0 in case 2. Based on this, Lemma 7.3 can be proved by 
homotopy continuation, starting from the easiest case 0=0. We shall not 
elaborate it here. 
Let 8 E (0, 0,) be fixed, E be a small parameter. The fast system 
(7.3~(7.5), when E = 0, has a heteroclinic solution connecting (Us, 0) to 
(u,(~v), 0) if MI= u’,(8). It also has a heteroclinic solution connecting 
(Us, 0) to (Us, 0) if IV = ,r2(8). Note that \i12(0) > \2’,(8). 
Assume also that y > 0 is small so that the point (uz(\cz), 1~~) lies under 
the line u = 7~‘. We now consider the slow system of equations 
If E = 0, the flow on the slow manifold 9’ = { 1’ = 0, f(u) = u’} is governed 
by 
u = 0, 
w=f(u), 
t = ET. 
Clearly, the slow flow connects (u~(M,~), ,v,) to (u~(\z’~), ~7~) and 
(u,(\v,), ~1~) to (u,(M~~), ~7,) along Y. Together with the fast flow which 
connects (ul(uvl), 0) to (u~(~v,), 0) (in the u-u plane) and (u~(Iv~), 0) to 
(u,(M’~), 0), we have a closed cycle. We shall verify that all the hypotheses 
of Theorem 7.1 are satisfied. The hyperbolicity of the two branches of slow 
manifold {(u, ~1, w) 1 C < w < G, o=O, u=u,(,v), i= 1,2), i.e., (H,), follows 
from the eigenvalues of the equilibria, as in (7.6). 
Hypothesis (H,) follows from dG(8, ~~~,(e))/&c#O, i= 1,2. The slow 
manifold Y is one-dimensional and the flow on Y passes (Us, 0, tt;), 
i, j = 1, 2, at nonzero speed, thus (H,) is also satisfied. Finally, ( H4,pd) is 
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trivially satisfied since Y is one dimensional. Therefore Theorem 7.1 applies 
to this example. We have shown the following 
THEOREM 7.4. For each 0 < 6 < BO, there is E*( 0) > 0 such that for 
0 < E < c*(0), system (7.3)-( 7.5) possesses a unique periodic solution near the 
closed cycle jormed by two pieces of heteroclinic orbits and two pieces I$ 
orbits of the slow*Jlou* as indicated in Fig. 3. The computation of asymptotic 
expansions and the exact solution can be achieved bll using Theorem 7.1, with 
the error estimates also given in Theorem 7.1. 
The results in Theorem 7.4 are known and have been proven by the 
topological method (Carpenter [ 11) and asymptotic method (Casten et al. 
[2]). The purpose of presenting this example is to illustrate how our 
method can be effectively applied to practical problems. Other types of 
traveling waves in the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation as well as the 
Hodgkin-Huxley equation can be treated as various boundary value 
problems in the same spirit. 
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